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Abstract
In the last decade many studies have exploited the BGP data
provided by route collector projects to infer an Internet AS-
level topology to perform several analyses, from discover-
ing its graph properties to assessing its impact on the effec-
tiveness of worm-containment strategies. Nevertheless, the
topology that can be extracted from this data is far from be-
ing complete, i.e. from this data it is not possible to infer all
the AS connections which actually exist among ASes.
This thesis analyses the available data and investigates the
contribution of route collectors in terms of AS-level connec-
tivity by taking into account economic and geographic char-
acteristics of the Internet AS-level ecosystem. By leveraging
on a new metric, named p2c-distance, this analysis shows that
the largest amount of ASes currently connected to a route col-
lector belongs to the Internet core, thus the collected data is
highly biased and is missing a lot of connections established
in the Internet periphery. To address this problem, it should
be increased the amount of ASes participating to a route col-
lector project. To this end, this thesis describes how to im-
prove the coverage of route collectors by means of an opti-
mization problem based on the p2c-distancemetric, which so-
lution quantifies the minimum number of ASes that should
join a route collector in order to obtain an Internet AS-level
topology as complete as possible. The results show that route
collectors are rarely connected to the selected ASes, highlight-
ing that much effort is needed to devise an ideal route collec-
tor infrastructure that would be able to capture a complete
view of the Internet.
xviii
These analyses require the ability to infer the economic rela-
tionships which rule the exchange of BGP messages between
each pair of connected ASes of the topology. Existing eco-
nomic tagging algorithms do not take properly into account
that BGP data has to be purged from spurious routes, usually
caused by router misconfigurations on BGP border routers
and which shows up during the BGP path exploration phe-
nomenon. In this thesis an economic tagging algorithmwhich
is able to get rid of these spurious routes is described. This al-
gorithm leverages on robust statistical concepts, rather than
on debatable time thresholds and questionable graph met-
rics. The analyses provided in this thesis are further refined
considering the geographical distribution of ASes, which in
the global AS-level topology are all considered as a single
node. A global analysis could lead to misleading results since
an AS connection may hide multiple connections located in
different geographic regions, possibly regulated by different
economic relationships. From this analysis are indeed high-
lighted peculiar characteristics of regional topologies previ-
ously unrevealed, and it is showed that these considerations
also affect the estimated number of feeder ASes needed to
improve the completeness of the global AS-level topology.
xix
Chapter 1
Introduction
The Internet is a complex system that evolved over the last few decades
from a small network confined to the U.S. (i.e. ARPANET, 1969) to the
current worldwide network of networks. It now consists of a plethora
of networks, grouped under the administrative control of about 40,000
Autonomous Systems (ASes). An Autonomous System “is a connected
group of one or more IP prefixes run by one or more network operators which
has a single and clearly defined routing policy” [RFCc]. Each AS is uniquely
identified by an AS number (ASN) [IAN].
ASes belong to many different kind of organizations, e.g. research
institutions, universities, Internet Service Providers (ISPs), Content De-
livery Networks (CDNs), public institutions, private companies. More in
general, an ASmay belong to whichever organization owns a sufficiently
complex network which inter-domain routingmanagement meets the re-
quirements stated in [RFCc]. Table 1 reports some examples of ASes to-
gether with their owner1.
As a result, the Internet can be viewed as an ecosystem composed by
autonomous players which compete and co-operate each other in order
to guarantee the global connectivity to end users. Traffic generated by
end users flows through the Internet crossing routes that ASes build and
1An organization may own more than one AS, however an AS usually belongs only to
one organization.
1
Organization ASN Website
China United Telecom 9800 http://www.chinaunicom.com.cn
European Commission 42848 http://ec.europa.eu
Facebook-Inc 32934 https://www.facebook.com
First National Bank of Omaha 14888 https://www.firstnational.com
GEANT European Backbone 20965 http://www.geant.net
Holy See 8978 http://www.vatican.va
Level 3 Communications, Inc. 3356 htpp://www.level3.com
Registry of ccTLD it 2597 http://www.nic.it
Telstra 1221 http://www.telstra.com.au
Table 1: Organizations and ASes
maintain exchanging Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) messages upon es-
tablishment of dedicated BGP sessions (see Fig. 1).
As any other complex system, also the Internet ecosystem can be de-
scribed by means of mathematical tools. One of the most suitable tools
is a graph, in which each node represents an Internet player and each
edge represents an interaction among two players. Over time different
level of abstractions have been taken into consideration. Notable exam-
ples are the IP interface-level graph – in which each node represents a
router interface and each edge represents a link between two interfaces;
the router-level graph, in which each node represents a router and each
edge represents one or more link between two routers; the AS-level, in
which each node represents an AS and each edge represents one or more
Figure 1: Internet ecosystem (example)
2
Figure 2: Internet AS-level graph example
BGP sessions between pair of ASes. Each level of abstraction has its own
pros and cons and may be the most suitable depending on the type of
analysis that has to be performed.
In this work, the chosen level of abstraction is the AS-level graph,
which represents the so-called Internet AS-level topology. For example
Fig. 2 depicts the AS-level topology of the Internet ecosystem depicted
in Fig. 1. This work will be specifically focused on the analysis of the
data from which the AS-level topology is usually inferred.
1.1 Inferring the Internet AS-level topology
The Internet AS-level topology has been the subject of many different
kinds of studies, from the statistical analysis of its graph properties [FFF99,
CCG+02, SARK02a] to the development of evolutionary models [CJW06,
OZZ07, PSV04] passing through the analysis of its resilience in response
to targeted attacks [DAL+05, LOZZ07]. Due to the distributed nature
of the Internet, there not exists trusted third-party repositories contain-
ing an up-to-date available Internet AS-level topology that can be down-
loaded. The only available repositories are the Internet Routing Reg-
istries. However it is still difficult to distinguish fresh and complete con-
nectivity information from stale or mistaken one, since they aremanually
maintained on a voluntary basis [CGJ+04]. Researchers, thus, tried to in-
fer the AS-level topology by exploiting collateral effects of the BGP proto-
col. Specifically, a particular attribute of BGP messages – the AS_PATH –
can be used to extract AS connectivity information. To infer the AS-level
topology researchers exploited BGP data made available by route collec-
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tor (RC) projects such as Route Views [Rou] and RIPE-RIS [RIS], which
collects BGP data from routers belonging to ASes willing to participate.
Despite the purpose of these projects was not to collect and provide data
to infer the Internet AS-level topology – for example the homepage of
Route Views states that “Route Views project was originally motivated by in-
terest on the part of operators in determining how the global routing system
viewed their prefixes and/or AS space” – researchers started to infer an In-
ternet AS-level topology from these data and used this topology as the
basis for their research studies, without concerning too much on its com-
pleteness [FFF99, WAD09].
Recently there have been efforts to analyse the (in)completeness of
data obtained through BGP RC projects [OPW+10, RWM+11a], however
there have not been any study to quantify it. In this thesis it will be
proposed a methodology to quantify the completeness of the Internet
AS-level topology captured by RC projects and to identify which ASes
should join them in order to increase its completeness.
1.2 Thesis contribution
The contribution of this thesis is threefold. Firstly, BGP data currently
gathered by well-known RC projects is analyzed, highlighting and ex-
plaining the causes of their incompleteness. It is shown that the cur-
rent view of the Internet is limited due to the small number of ASes
that are effectively feeding the RCs. It is also biased due to the nature of
the feeding ASes, which are mostly managed by worldwide ISPs. This
top-down view means that a large set of connections established among
small ASes – i.e. elements of the Internet periphery – cannot be discov-
ered [OPW+10, HSFK09, CR06]. Unlike other approaches [OPW+10], in
this thesis the level of incompleteness of BGP data is analysed and quan-
tified by relying only on public RC data. To do this, it is introduced a new
metric, named p2c-distance, which takes into account both the presence
of BGP decision processes and BGP export policies crossed by UPDATE
messages before reaching a RC.
Secondly, it is designed a methodology to overcome the large amount
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of incompleteness highlighted. By exploiting a tailored Minimum Set
Cover (MSC) problem based on the inter-AS p2c-distance, this method-
ology selects the minimum number of ASes that should provide their
default-free full routing table to the RCs. Although MSC problems have
been proved to be NP-complete [GJ90], the provided methodology ex-
ploits the concepts of dominance and essentiality [McC56, Qui55, Qui59]
to reduce the size of the problem, which can finally solved via an ex-
haustive search. In addition, the methodology provides a ranking list of
ASes in order to understand towhat extent the coverage can be improved
with a limited number of new feeding ASes. To achieve this, it is solved
a tailored Maximum Coverage (MC) problem using the classic greedy
approach [CSRL01], considering only the coverage of the elements part
of at least one MSC solution. Furthermore, it is analysed the current sta-
tus of the RC coverage by identifying how many ASes in the optimal
solutions are currently connected and how many new ASes should be
connected in each region. It is also shown that by doubling the number
of feeding ASes, the coverage would improve greatly.
Thirdly, the solutions obtained by applying the methodology is anal-
ysed on the global topology and five regional topologies of the Internet,
showing the impact that geographical peculiarities have on the selection
of the optimal set of ASes. The main reason behind the introduction of
geographic topologies is that in the global topology each AS is repre-
sented by one node, and one or more BGP sessions between two ASes are
represented by one link. Thus the analysis of the global topology under-
estimates the number of feeders needed to achieve the full coverage of
the Internet core, as it is shown later in this work.
The analyses described so far would be however impossible to de-
velop without a proper methodology to characterize the Internet from
an economic perspective, e.g. the computation of p2c-distances requires
the knowledge of economic relationships between ASes. For this reason,
in this thesis it is also developed an economic tagging algorithm to in-
fer an economic tagged AS-level topology, i.e. an AS-level topology in
which each link is labeled with a tag representing the economic relation-
ships between each pair of connected ASes. The most common types
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of economic relationships are provider-to-customer (p2c), customer-to-
provider (c2p), peer-to-peer (p2p) and sibling-to-sibling (s2s) [Gao01b].
An AS announces to its customers and siblings the routes obtained by
its peers, customers, providers and siblings, while it announces to its
providers and peers only the routes related to its customers. Moreover,
in order to perform the geographical analysis, an algorithm to infer re-
gional topologies from BGP data is presented.
1.3 Internet AS-level topology: cui prodest?
A legitimate question that could rise in reading works on the Internet
AS-level topology is about its usefulness, i.e. who could exploit the Inter-
net AS-level topology and why. The knowledge of the Internet AS-level
topology, together with its economic and geographical characterization,
could be useful for many different kinds of users. For example:
Scientific users could exploit this data to increase the scientific knowl-
edge about the Internet AS-level ecosystem. The topology graph could
be used to extract particular patterns in the connectivity (e.g. k-cliques,
communities) which could be used as a starting point to build mathe-
matical models describing the evolution of the Internet AS-level topol-
ogy [AAG+14]. Moreover, economic and geographical topologies could
be used to analyse how data packets are actually routed on the Internet.
This knowledge would allow, for example, to design and test new pro-
tocols (e.g. multicast protocols [RTY+00]) or to build overlay networks
aware of the underlying topology (e.g. peer-to-peer networks [RRW10]).
Network operators could exploit the dataset to select new peers or
providers based on the connectivity that candidate ASes shows in the
topology thus improving the service offered to customers. Moreover,
a network administrator could use this knowledge to analyse the role
that its AS plays in the Internet AS-level ecosystem. Operators running
a content distribution network (CDN) may take advantage of economic
and geographic topologies to select the most suitable places in which
server replicas should be deployed [Bas03].
Internet governance could exploit the dataset to assess the resilience
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of the Internet AS-level in response to targeted attacks (e.g. fiber cuts,
DDoS and prefix hijacking [LOZZ07]), catastrophic events [WZMS07]
(e.g. 9/11, earthquakes), censorship [DSA+11, KFR09, XMH11] etc. More-
over, this knowledge could be used to identify critical failures points
in the Internet structure which may be crucial for political, economical,
commercial and strategical purposes [ENI11].
1.4 Thesis organization
The rest of this work is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the RC
projects that will be taken into consideration in this work, the data they
provide and an analysis of its completeness. Chapter 3 describes the
optimization problem which solution is the minimum number of feeders
needed to achieve the full coverage of the Internet core and the optimiza-
tion problem to devise a ranking of the candidate feeders. Chapters 4 and
5 describe respectively the methodology to infer economic relationships
among ASes and regional AS-level topologies, which results are used to
compute the solution of the optimization problems described in Chap-
ter 3. Chapter 6 shows the results of the completeness analysis obtained
solving the MSC andMC problems. Chapter 7 introduces Isolario, a new
type route collector project which offers services in change of BGP data
and which aims to attract the large amount of feeders needed to improve
the completeness of the AS-level topology. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes
the work.
1.5 Thesis Material
This thesis is based on several co-authored papers listed in page xvi. In
detail, Chapters 2, 3 and 6 are based on [3, 4, 9], Chapter 4 is based on [1,
6]. Chapter 5 is based on [2, 5], Chapter 7 is in part based on [7].
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Chapter 2
Route Collectors, Feeders
and their contribution
2.1 Route Collectors
A route collector is a device which collects routing data by establish-
ing BGP sessions with co-operating ASes (Fig. 3), hereafter called feed-
ers. Typically a route collector runs a routing software suite (e.g. Quagga
[Qua]) which handles a BGP session with each of its feeder’ router. A
feeder router thus perceives the RC as another BGP neighbor to which
UPDATE messages are sent whenever a change occurs in its BGP rout-
ing table, following the rules of the BGP protocol. In other words, a RC
receives and collects the best routes selected by each of its feeder routers
to reach the Internet destinations. For example in Fig. 3 the RCR receives
the route that AS3549 selected as the best on February 09, 2012 at 08:08:47
to reach the destination 212.77.0.0/19. This means that all the traffic
outgoing from AS3549 and destined to an IP address inside the subnet
212.77.0.0/19will cross AS137 before to reach the destination, which
is inside AS8978. As soon as AS3549 will change its best route to reach
that subnet, the RC R will receive an UPDATE message containing the
new best route or the withdrawal of the current best route.
As a proper BGP router, RCs maintain a Routing Information Base
8
Figure 3: Route Collector (RC) example
(RIB) table [RFCb], which contains the best routes selected by all its feed-
ers. Usually, the routing software running on a RC can be configured to
periodically dump the content of its RIB – producing the so called RIB
snapshots – as well as sequences of BGP update messages received over
time. For example a route collector could be configured to produce RIB
snapshots every two hours and to dump the sequence of UPDATE mes-
sages received every five minutes. Note that, over a fixed time interval,
all routes present in a RIB snapshot are also present in the sequences of
received BGP UPDATEs, while the vice versa is not necessarily true, e.g.
a route could be announced and withdrawn between two RIB snapshots.
Starting from a RIB snapshot, the subsequent UPDATE messages can be
used to re-create the BGP session evolution of each feeder router without
any loss of data.
A concrete example of these files can be found e.g. on http://
archive.routeviews.org/route-views.kixp/bgpdata/, which
is theweb page fromwhich BGP data dumped by the RC route-views.kixp
(maintained by RouteViews [Rou] inNairobi, Kenya) can be downloaded.
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2.2 MRT data
Typically, both RIB snapshots and UPDATE messages are stored in files
according to the Multi-Threaded Routing Toolkit (MRT) format [MRT],
further compressed with the bzip2 or the gzip algorithm. Tools like
libbgpdump [lib] or pybgpdump [pyb] can be used to easily convert the
content of these files in a human readable format. EachMRT file contains
multiple entries – i.e. either a route in a RIB snapshot or a BGP UPDATE
message – together with an header containing metadata about the entry
itself, which is needed to properly use the information. For this work,
the most significative fields of MRT metadata are three:
Peer IP address (ipfrom) and AS peer (asfrom): they are respectively
the IP address and the AS number of the remote-end of the BGP ses-
sion from which the information is received. For example in Fig. 3 the
ipfrom and the asfrom of the message are respectively 67.17.82.114
and 3549. Note that the ipfrom and asfrommay not coincide with the ac-
tual source of the information. This happens – for example – in the case of
a route server, since the BGP session fromwhich the BGP data is received
is established with the route server, but the actual source of the informa-
tion are the clients of the route server itself [Cis, Iea13]. In practice, this
means that the ipfrom may differ from the NEXT_HOP field of BGP UP-
DATEs.
Timestamp: this field stores the instant – expressed in Unix Time1
– in which the message was received by the RC. This is useful in order
to compute the lifespan of a route. Consider for example the two BGP
UPDATE messages shown in Fig. 4. Those messages comes from the
same BGP session, i.e. they have the same asfrom and ipfrom. The first
advertises to the RC a route toward the destination 198.32.67.0/24
whereas the second withdraws such a route. This means that, this spe-
cific route, lasted one minute and two seconds. So, given a reference
interval, it is possible to compute the lifespan of a route by summing all
the intervals in which the route was present.
1The number of seconds that have elapsed since 00:00:00 UTC, Thursday, 1 January 1970.
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Figure 4: Announcement and withdrawn
2.3 BGP Route Collector Projects
There are four main projects which deployed RC that collect BGP data
and make it publicly available: RouteViews, RIPE-RIS, PCH and BGP-
mon.
RouteViews [Rou] was conceived in 1997 at the University of Oregon as
a tool for Internet operators to obtain real-time information on the global
routing system from the perspectives of several different backbones and
locations.
RIS (Routing Information System) [RIS] was developed by Réseaux IP
Européens (RIPE) Network Coordination Centre (NCC), the European
Internet Registry, which collects and stores Internet routing data from
several locations around the globe deployed on the largest IXPs.
PCH (Packet Clearing House) [PCH] is a non-profit research institute
that supports operations and analysis in the areas of Internet traffic ex-
change, routing economics and global network development. Since July
2010, PCH has made BGP data available on its website, collected by sev-
eral route collectors deployed on distinct IXPs.
BGPmon (BGP Monitoring System) [BGP] was set up at the Colorado
State University tomonitor BGPUPDATEmessages and routing tables in
real-time, and since August 2012 has made parsed Multi-threaded Rout-
ing Toolkit (MRT) data publicly available in XML format. Note that ac-
tually BGPmon is not a RC project like the previouses. Instead, it is a
framework software able to collect BGP messages from BGP peers, i.e.
it can replace the Quagga software. This means that BGPmon could be
11

(a) IPv4 space (b) IPv6 space
Figure 6: CCDF of the amount of IP space announced by each feeder
Feeder type IPv4 IPv6
Minor AIPv4 ≤ 2
24 AIPv6 ≤ 2
96
Partial 224 < AIPv4 < (SIPv4 ∗ 75)/100 2
96 < AIPv6 < (SIPv6 ∗ 75)/100
Full AIPv4 ≥ (SIPv4 ∗ 75)/100 AIPv6 ≥ (SIPv6 ∗ 75)/100
Table 2: Feeder classification considering the amount of IP space announced
(A) to the RC with respect to the total IP space (S)
of IP space3 that each feeder advertised to the RCs, as reported in Table 2:
minor feeders announce an IPv4 space smaller than a single /8 IPv4 sub-
net or an IPv6 space smaller than a single /32 IPv6 subnet4, full feeders
announce an IPv4 (IPv6) space close to the full Internet IPv4 (IPv6) space
currently advertised, while partial feeders include those ASes in between.
For the sake of simplicity, in this work the full Internet IPv4 (IPv6) space
is considered to be composed by the IPv4 (IPv6) addresses collected by
RCs, and an AS is considered to be a full feeder if it announces more than
75% of the full Internet IPv4 (IPv6) space.
Following this subdivision – as shown in Fig. 5 – are found two IPv4
full feeders for BGPmon, three for PCH, 92 for RIS and 97 for Route-
Views, and there are four IPv6 full feeder for BGPmon, five for PCH, 71
3The IP space is computed considering only non-overlapping subnets, i.e. those subnets
that are not included in any other subnet
4http://www.ripe.net/internet-coordination/press-centre/understanding-ip-
addressing
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for RIS, and 59 for RouteViews. Together they make up a set of 167 dif-
ferent IPv4 full feeders – i.e. 14.74% of the total number of IPv4 feeders
– and 119 different IPv6 full feeders – i.e. 21.80% out of the total num-
ber of IPv6 feeders. The big picture regarding feeder class distribution
is depicted in Figures 6a and 6b, which show respectively the amount of
non-overlapping IPv4 and IPv6 addresses announced from the feeders
of each project. The number of full feeders – identified by the height of
the vertical tail of the CCDFs – represents the clear majority only in the
RouteViews project. On the other hand there are very few full feeders
owned by PCH compared with its total number of feeders (cf. Figures 5d
and 5e). In addition, it must be considered that only 94 ASes announce to
the RCs both the IPv4 and the IPv6 full routing table. This behavior can
be partially explained by the nature of the feeders themselves. There are
still ASes on the Internet that have not deployed IPv6 on their networks
yet, thus their routers are unable to announce any IPv6 route to the RCs.
However, only seven ASes out of the 73 that announce only an IPv4 full
routing table to the RC infrastructure do not announce any IPv6 prefix
towards the Internet. This means that most of these AS networks are ac-
tually IPv6-capable. Probably for any technical or commercial reasons
some of the feeders are just interested in announcing their IPv4 (IPv6)
reachability, and limit the amount of information concerning IPv6 (IPv4)
reachability. This can be proved by the presence of several IPv4 (IPv6)
full feeders in the minor/partial set of IPv6 (IPv4) feeders. In detail, 24
out of 73 IPv4 full feeders appear either as IPv6 minor or partial feeders,
while 20 out of 25 IPv6 full feeders appear either as IPv4 minor or partial
Figure 7: Connectivity scenario I
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Figure 8: CCDF of the node degree distribution per class of feeders
feeders. However, given the low number of ASes that are either part of
the IPv4 or the IPv6 set of full feeders, the set of full feeders used in this
work from now on is considered to be as made up of the union of the two
sets, which consists of 192 different ASes (16.81% out of the total number
of different feeders).
One feature that can be used to gain a deeper insight into these dif-
ferent classes of feeders is their node degree distribution (Fig. 8). This
is computed on the union of the AS-level topologies inferred from BGP-
mon, PCH, RIS and RouteViews datasets. In each project the full feeder
set mainly consists of ASes that have developed a large number of BGP
connections, which is typical of transit ISPs. To confirm this, the nature
of these ASes has been analysed by browsing their websites and parsing
their entries in the regional IRRs, and the vast majority of full feeders
were shown be large ISPs. Furthermore, from this analysis results that
14 of the 18 ASes listed as being provider-free5 are currently feeding the
RCs. Since the vast majority of full feeders are large ISPs, the AS-level
view of the Internet extracted from RCs is more likely to represent the
Internet viewed by some of the most important ISPs in the world rather
than the complete Internet AS-level topology. In fact, a view of the In-
ternet from the top of the AS hierarchy is not able to discover a large
number of connections. Due to BGP export policies, a RC connected with
ASes that are part of the top of the hierarchy does not reveal all the p2p
5A list of provider-free ASes is available at [Wik]. The list used in this workwas collected
on February 15, 2014.
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BGPmon PCH RIS RouteViews
# of nodes 47,024 47,015 47,164 47,167
# of edges 113,917 105,453 177,617 159,574
# of common edges 96,504
Union
# of nodes 47,246
# of edges 209,456
Table 3: AS-level topology characteristics (February 2014)
connections that are established at the lower levels. On the other hand,
the lower in the hierarchy the feeder is located, the greater the chances
to gather information about an AS path involving a previously hidden
p2p connection. Consider for example Fig. 7. In this case, if the RC R is
connected to AS E located at the top of the economic hierarchy, it cannot
reveal either the p2p connection between A and B, or the p2p connec-
tion between C and D. On the other hand, if R is connected to A, it can
reveal the p2p connection between A and B, but not between C and D.
In addition, it is fundamental that the RCs establish a c2p relationship
with their feeders, playing the role of customer. Otherwise, even if the
RC is connected to A, the connection (A,B) will not be revealed. A real
example of the importance of obtaining the full routing table from BGP
feeders located in the lowest part of the Internet hierarchy is represented
by PCH. This data source is potentially extremely useful for discovering
hidden AS connections, since its RCs are deployed on 65 different IXPs
and connected to 979 ASes. This is about three times the total number of
feeders of RIS (289) and RouteViews (149) – many of which have small
node degree value (Fig. 8), which is a rough indication of their location
at the bottom of the Internet hierarchy. Note however that, since minor
feeders announce only partial routing information to the route collec-
tor, an analysis of their degree distribution does not provide as reliable
results as those inferred from the degree distribution of the full feeders,
thus this latter conclusion about the nature of PCH feeders must be taken
with a grain of salt.
Anyway, as shown in Table 3, the number of AS connections6 de-
6The AS-level topology is extracted from AS paths gathered by the respective projects
and cleaned as described in Section 2 of [GIL+11].
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tected by PCH and not discovered by RouteViews and RIS is extremely
low, since 96,504 connections out of the total 105,453 connections discov-
ered – i.e. 91.51% of the total number of PCH connections – have al-
ready been revealed by the other projects. This happens because PCH
establishes only p2p connections with its BGP feeders except with its
providers, i.e. its RCs obtain only routes concerning prefixes owned di-
rectly by their feeders or announced by their feeder customers. Conse-
quently, it is likely that almost every connection found by PCH repre-
sents a p2c (c2p) economic agreement, thus failing to discover all those
p2p connections that represent the largest set of hidden connections [HSFK09,
CR06, AKW09a] and greatly limiting the topology discovery potential of
PCH RCs.
A deeper insight into the amount of information provided by each
feeder can be gained by analysing the difference between the direct node
degree and the inner node degree (Fig. 9). The direct node degree of
a feeder X is defined as the cardinality of the set of its neighbors that
are discovered using only BGP data directly announced by X to a RC,
and the inner node degree of X is defined as the cardinality of the set of
its neighbors that are discovered using BGP data announced by every
feeder but X. A similar approach was proposed in [DCDC12], but with a
different purpose. With this metric it is possible to differentiate between
two different classes of feeder behaviors: a) ASes that only announce a
partial view of the Internet (degree difference < 0) such as those ASes
that consider the RCs as peers and not as customers, and b) ASes that
contribute with connections not contained in any AS path announced by
other feeders (degree difference > 0), such as p2p and p2c connections
that are hidden from other feeders due to the effects of BGP export poli-
cies crossed during the propagation of the routing information. The first
class is typical of minor feeders, whose connectivity is mostly discovered
via other feeders. On the other hand, the second class is typical of full
feeders, which typically introduce previously undiscovered AS connec-
tions. However, some of the full feeders partially hide their connectivity
despite advertising their full routing table to at least one RC. This phe-
nomenon happens in about 20% of the full feeders (see negative values of
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degree difference in Fig. 9) and is caused by the BGP decision process on
the feeder side. Depending on the policies established among ASes and
on technical decisions, some direct connections may not be announced to
the RC. For example, as highlighted above, some ASes may decide to an-
nounce only their IPv4 (IPv6) full routing table, and not their IPv6 (IPv4)
full routing table to the RC, possibly hiding some connections. However
it is possible that the those hidden connections are included in routes
advertised to other neighbors, then propagated on the Internet and fi-
nally detected by some RC connected to another feeder. Other slight
exceptions are related to minor feeders with a positive degree difference
(less than 5%). These feeders hide part of their p2c connectivity from the
RCs to which they are not connected because of the cross effect of their
multi-homed nature and of multiple BGP decision processes crossed by
UPDATEmessages. More in detail, the presence of multiple BGP decision
processes along the AS path may limit the completeness of the AS-level
topology collected, since each AS Border Router (ASBR) selects and an-
nounces only the best route per-destination [RFCb] to their neighbors. In
summary, the information that a feeder announces to the RC is the re-
Figure 9: CCDF of the degree difference of feeders
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Region
Feeders Full feeders
IPv4 IPv6 IPv4 IPv6
Africa (AF) 32 8 2 2
Asia-Pacific (AP) 124 75 24 22
Europe (EU) 727 383 99 79
Latin America (LA) 53 54 29 21
North America (NA) 356 130 61 37
World (W) 1,132 545 167 119
Table 4: Geolocation of feeders
sult of its BGP decision process which, in turn, is fed only with routes
that are the result of the BGP decision processes of its neighboring ASes,
and so on. Each BGP decision process, from an AS-level measurement
perspective, is a route filter which can potentially reduce the AS-level
connectivity information received from each RC. As a consequence, the
higher the distance of an AS from the RCs, the higher the number of BGP
decision processes crossed and, thus, the probability that one (or more)
of them will filter out some AS connections.
2.4.1 Geographical coverage
The BGP data incompleteness is even stronger if analysed from a ge-
ographical perspective. Table 4 details the total number of feeders as
well as the number that supply the full routing table to any of the RCs.
To perform this analysis, the IP address of each feeder has been geolo-
cated using the Maxmind GeoIPLite database [Max] and considering the
world as being subdivided into five macro-regions: Africa, Asia-Pacific
(i.e. Asia and Oceania), Europe, Latin America (the Caribbean, Cen-
tral America, Mexico and South America) and North America. Table 4
highlights that most full feeders are located either in Europe or in North
America. Interestingly, in Africa only three full feeders can be found (i.e.
the union of IPv4 and IPv6 Africans full feeders), even though Africa
hosts two RouteViews RCs and three PCH RCs. This means that every
inference regarding the African part of the Internet is mostly obtained
through views located in different regions. Thus, some relevant charac-
teristics of the African Internet may be hidden from the current RCs, e.g.
most of African p2p connectivity. This is not only a problem regarding
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Africa, in fact the number of feeders in other regions is also low, com-
pared with the total number of ASes of the Internet.
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Chapter 3
Completeness analysis
3.1 A novel methodology to deal with BGP data
incompleteness
Given the high level of incompleteness of the BGP data shown in Sec-
tion 2.4 (page 12), the first step to infer an Internet AS-level topology
closer to reality is to introduce a larger number of feeders that announce
their full routing tables. One of the biggest obstacles is the vast num-
ber of ASes that make up the Internet. Obtaining routing data from each
one would require the participation of thousands of administrators in a
project that might not be appealing to many of them, and would be prac-
tically unfeasible. In this section, it is designed a methodology that en-
ables to identify the minimal set of ASes that need to become full feeders
in order to gather as much BGP data as possible about the ASes part of
the core of the Internet, i.e. the non-stub ASes. The same methodology
also provides an additional ranking list of candidate feeders to enable
any RC project to identify which ASes are the best candidates to maxi-
mize their coverage with a limited amount of resources.
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3.1.1 A new metric: p2c-distance
As already highlighted in Section 2.4, the set of routes announced by an
AS to a neighbor depends on the economic relationship regulating their
BGP session. Given the BGP export policies related to each economic re-
lationship [Gao01b], a necessary – but not sufficient – condition for a RC
to reveal the full connectivity of a given AS is that at least one AS path
should exist that is made up exclusively of p2c connections from that
AS to the RC. This because only customers in a p2c connection are able
to obtain routes towards every Internet destination. It is also preferable
that routing data arrives at a RC crossing the lowest number of p2c con-
nections as possible, in order to limit the filtering effects of BGP decision
processes.
On the basis of the two conditions hypothesized above, here is de-
fined a new metric which is able to quantify the amount of ASes whose
connectivity can be fully discovered by the current set of RCs. The p2c-
distance of one AS X from another AS Y is the minimum number of con-
secutive p2c connections that connect X to Y in the considered economic
topology or, likewise, the minimum number of consecutive c2p connec-
tions that connect Y to X. The p2c-distance is not defined if AS Y is not
in the customer cone1 of X. Note that an s2s connection is considered both
as a p2c and c2p connection between the sibling ASes. If this metric is
computed in terms of the p2c-distances of ASes towards the RCs, it can
identify whether the RC has at least one possibility to discover the full
connectivity of an AS and, at the same time, quantifies the the amount of
BGP decision processes crossed by any UPDATE message to reach a RC.
It can also reveal which part of the Internet is well-monitored and which
part is still a dark zone. Note that this metric still relies on an inference
made on the AS-level topology, thus it may be inaccurate due to the in-
completeness of data shown in Section 2.4. However, in [LHD+13] it has
been proved that most of the economic algorithms developed so far are
quite reliable in inferring p2c connections. This is because most of the
algorithms rely on the presence of a tangible proof in AS paths to infer
1The customer cone of an AS X is defined as the set of ASes that X can reach using p2c
links [LHD+13].
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p2c relationships (e.g. provider-free AS presence [OPW+10]), while p2p
connections are usually inferred by exclusion.
To better understand how this metric works, consider the connectiv-
ity scenario depicted in Fig. 7 (page 14). In this example, the RC R has
a p2c-distance of 1 from AS A and E, while the p2c-distance from B, C, D
and F is not defined. This means that R has the possibility of revealing
all p2p connections established by A and E. On the other hand, it also
means that R is not able to reveal the p2p connectivity of B, C, D and F in
any way, thus R will not reveal the connection (C, D) in any AS path.
Nevertheless, R can discover the p2c (c2p) connectivity of each AS in the
scenario.
3.1.2 Feeder selection
Given the definition of p2c-distance, a complete view of the Internet can
only be obtained by connecting a RC to each stub AS, as already con-
cluded in [OPW+10]. Stub ASes are ASes that are typically managed by
local access providers – which provide connectivity to end users but not
to other ASes – and organizations that do not have the Internet transit as
part of their core business (e.g. banks and car manufacturers), and ap-
pear in BGP data as the right-most element in every AS PATH attribute
that involves them. Due to the nature of their organizations, these ASes
tend to be customers in inter-AS economic relationships, representing
a perfect starting point to minimize the p2c-distance of every AS that
make up the Internet. However, since p2c connections are already dis-
covered by RCs connected to the top of the hierarchy [OPW+10], most
BGP data collected from a hypothetical ideal RC infrastructure connected
to each stub AS would be redundant. Moreover, since it is not possi-
ble to infer a priori which stub AS is actually interested in establishing
p2p connections, it is impossible to reduce the number of new feeders
required to obtain full Internet AS-level connectivity. This means that,
based on February 2014 data, a BGP connection with each of the 38,820
stub ASes (out of 47,246 total ASes) is required. This makes this ap-
proach unfeasible. A good trade-off between the possibility of discov-
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Figure 10: Connectivity scenario II
ering hidden p2p connections and the feasibility of obtaining such data
is represented by those ASes that are actually interested in deploying p2p
connections to improve the quality of their services, i.e. non-stub ASes
[DKF+07]. The lack of interest of stub ASes in establishing p2p connec-
tions is highlighted by how few (only 7.17%) participate in at least one
IXP2, where ASes typically interconnect with settlement-free p2p con-
nections to reduce the amount of traffic directed at their providers (see
[HSFK09, AKW09a, GILO10, ACF+12] and [CRS12] for more details on
IXPs). The aim of this work is to select new feeders such that each non-
stub AS has a finite and bounded p2c distance from the RCs in order to
minimize the effects of BGP filters and, consequently, to increase the pos-
sibility of revealing the hidden p2p connectivity of the actual core of the
Internet. stub ASes
3.1.3 Identifying the feeders
The first part of the methodology focuses on identifying the minimum
number of full feeders required to obtain a complete3 view of the Internet
core. This can be modeled as an MSC problem that can be described
through the following Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation:
2The set of ASes that participate in at least one IXP was collected by downloading and
parsing the participant list web page of 242 IXPs that were found to be active February
15th, 2014. This kind of data has been collected once per month since February 2012 and is
publicly available at [Iso].
3Note that in this methodology it is assumed that every AS in the Internet has a full
routing table and it is willing to advertise it to the RCs.
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Minimize
( ∑
ASi∈U
xASi
)
(3.1)
subject to
∑
ASj :ASn∈S
(d)
ASj
xASj ≥ 1 ∀ASn ∈ N (3.2)
xASi ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ASi ∈ U (3.3)
where U = {AS1, AS2, . . . , ASn} is the set of all ASes making up the
Internet, N ⊂ U is the set of non-stub ASes and S
(d)
ASi
represents the cov-
ering set of ASi at fixed p2c-distance d, i.e. the set of ASes in N that
have a p2c-distance value of at most d from ASi. The goal of this MSC
problem is, given d, to obtain the minimum number of elements of S(d)
such that their union is N or, in other words, to select the minimum
number of feeders from U such that the p2c-distance of any non-stub
AS from at least one feeder is at most d. The parameter d ≥ 0 defines
the maximum number of BGP decision processes4 that the UPDATEmes-
sages generated by each non-stub AS will traverse before reaching a po-
tential feeder and, thus, indicates the number of filters encountered that
can cause loss of information. Note that ASi belongs to S
(d)
ASi
for any
fixed d. Furthermore, xASi is 1 if S
(d)
ASi
is part of the final solution, 0
otherwise. In other words, the problem is to minimize the number of
ASes (3.1) required to cover each non-stub AS (3.2) and, thus, there is at
least a chance to discover its complete connectivity from a RC. Note also
that imposing d = 0 implies that the solution is composed of the entire
set of non-stub ASes. The larger the value of d, the heavier the filter-
ing effects introduced by BGP decision processes, however the smaller
the number of required BGP feeders and, thus, the number of required
BGP connections. To better understand the problem, consider the sce-
nario depicted in Fig. 10. In this example, U = {A,B,C,D,E, F,G,H, I}
4The number of BGP decision processes encountered before reaching a RC is d+1, since
feeders introduce an additional BGP decision process before announcing BGP data to the
RCs.
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and N = {B,C,D,E,G,H}. Thus are computed S
(1)
A = S
(1)
I = {B},
S
(1)
B = {B,D}, S
(1)
C = {C}, S
(1)
D = {D}, S
(1)
E = {E,D,G,H}, S
(1)
F = {E},
S
(1)
G = {G}, S
(1)
H = {H}. One of the optimal solutions to cover every
non-stub AS is {S
(1)
B , S
(1)
C , S
(1)
E }, i.e. ASes B, C and E should be selected
as new feeders.
3.1.4 Solving the MSC problem
MSC problems are known to be NP-hard [Hoc97], however that does not
mean that it is always practically impossible to obtain their optimal so-
lution [Woe03]. Several techniques to reduce the problem into smaller
problems were developed in the last century in various research fields,
and can be particularly effective depending on the nature of the problem.
In this case, it is particularly effective to apply iteratively the concepts of
essentiality and dominance described in the Quine-McCluskey procedure
([McC56, Qui55, Qui59]) on the covering matrix related to the described
MSC problem. The covering matrix of a givenMSC problem is the Boolean
matrix inwhich each row represents a covering element and each column
represents an element that has to be covered. A generic element (i, j) of
that matrix thus contains 1 if the element placed at row i covers the ele-
ment placed at column j, and is 0 otherwise. In this work, each row in
the covering matrix represents an AS in U , and each column represents
an AS in N . Consequently, its size is |U| × |N |, and each element (i, j) in
the matrix contains 1 if AS i covers AS j, i.e. S
(d)
ASi
contains AS j. The size
of this matrix can be then reduced by applying the following techniques:
Essentiality. A row in the covering matrix M is defined as essential iff it
is the only row covering a given element. Consequently, an AS is essential iff
its covering set contains a non-stub AS covered only by the AS itself. More
formally, ASx ∈ U is essential iff ∃ASn ∈ S
(d)
ASx
: ASn ∈ (S
(d)
ASx
\
⋃
y 6=x S
(d)
ASy
)
Dominance. A row of the covering matrix M is defined as dominated by
another row iff every element covered by the considered row is also covered by
the dominating row. Consequently, ASx dominates ASy iff the non-stub ASes
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covered by ASx are also covered by ASy . Formally, given x, y ∈ rows(M), x
dominates y iff S
(d)
ASy
⊆ S
(d)
ASx
, and rows(M) is the set of rows of matrixM .
Using essentiality and dominance it is possible to devise a technique
to retrieve an optimal solution for the MSC problem. The procedure con-
sists of the following four phases: phase a) Selection of essential covering
sets, phase b) Deletion of dominated covering sets, phase c) Exhaustive
search on the remaining covering matrix, and phase d) Selection of ASes
that are part of at least one optimal solution. Details of the procedure are
depicted in Fig. 11.
The aim of phase a) of the procedure is to find essential ASes, that are
required as part of the final solution (lines 6–9). Indeed, whenever an
AS X is found to be essential, this means that X is the only AS to cover
at least one non-stub that is required to be covered, and has to be part
of the solution. Every AS contained in S
(d)
X then can be considered as
covered (line 9), thus reducing the columns of the covering matrix. Then,
in phase b), the procedure tries to find if any AS is dominated by another
AS (lines 10–18). In this case, the row corresponding to the dominated AS
is deleted from the covering matrix. Note that an AS is considered to be
dominated by another AS even if the two ASes have the same covering
set. In this case, one of the two ASes is randomly chosen to continue the
procedure. Every dominated AS is maintained in a separate set together
with the related dominating AS in order to check their presence in at least
one optimal solution during the final phase. Essentiality and dominance
foster each other, since essentiality reduces the columns of the matrix on
the basis of the available rows, whereas dominance reduces the rows of
the covering matrix on the basis of the available columns. For this reason
phases a) and b) are iteratively applied until a cyclic core is found [Cou94]
or, in other words, the size of the covering matrix cannot be reduced any
further 4).
In this work, essentiality and dominance were particularly effective
due to the economic nature of the Internet and the way the covering ma-
trices are populated. The Internet is mainly made up of by organizations
whose economicmarkets are not driven by Internet traffic transit services
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1 Input: Covering matrixM of size |U| × |N |
2
3 O = null matrix of size |U| × |N |
4 whileM 6= O
5 O = M
6 foreach row r ∈M
7 if ASr is essential
8 insert ASr in P
9 delete fromM each column c covered by ASr
10 foreach row r ∈M
11 foreach row s ∈M ∧ s 6= r
12 if ASr dominates ASq
13 delete ASq fromM
14 record <ASr, ASq> in T
15 else if ASq dominates ASr
16 delete ASr fromM
17 record <ASq , ASr> in T
18 break
19
20 if M is not empty
21 partition M in a block matrix
22 foreach block bi ∈M
23 compute Pbi applying exhaustive search on bi
24 add Pbi0
to P
25 insert Pbij>0
in I
26
27 insert P in I
28 foreach <dominating ASr , dominated ASq> in T
29 if SP = SP−ASr+ASq
30 insert ASq in I
31
32 Output:
33 solution set P
34 set of elements in a possible optimal solution I
Figure 11: MSC reduction procedure
[GIL+11] and which are typically located in a single country [Nor11].
Moreover, national Internet markets are typically closed [Nor11] and, as
a consequence, the number of providers present in each country is lim-
ited. The (relatively) poor heterogeneity of choices that an AS located in
a single country has in choosing its providers means that several ASes
have a common set of providers, and thus several rows in the covering
matrix are similar, which often leads to dominating/dominated pair of
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rows. This large similarity between rows and the low density of the p2c-
distance covering matrices allows to reduce the problem greatly, often
finding an optimal solution by just applying essentiality and dominance
iteratively. Consider for example the scenarios related to February 2014.
In this scenario, the original covering matrix sizes were 47, 246 × 8, 426,
and the matrix densities5 were 0.0003 (d = 1), 0.0052 (d = 2) and 0.042
(d = 3). The reduction technique just depicted shrank the covering ma-
trices respectively to a cyclic core of 40 × 40 (d = 1), 9 × 13 (d = 2) and
33× 49 (d = 3).
If a non-empty cyclic core is found, the problem could be solved via
an exhaustive search or by applying a branch-and-bound technique. In
the scenario of February 2014, this would entail computing
∑40
k=1
(
40
k
)
comparisons. However, it is still possible to reduce the problem (phase
c) by exploiting the Internet regionality characteristic [Nor11] to partition
the remaining covering matrices into diagonal blocks (line 21) by oppor-
tunely permuting their rows and columns using standard mathematical
techniques. This enables the remaining covering problem to be divided
into disjoint and smaller subproblems that can be solved independently
[OC01] via an exhaustive search (lines 22–24), computing for each block
bi the set of every possible solution Pbi . The final optimal solution is then
represented by the union of the solution found so far and one of the so-
lutions found per block. Consider again the February 2014 scenario and
focus on d = 1, which showed the largest cyclic core. In this case, the
cyclic core is decomposed into nine sub-matrices – each composed by el-
ements located in the same country – whose maximum size was 8 × 8,
which can be solved with a maximum of
∑8
k=1
(
8
k
)
operations via an ex-
haustive search. Given the results obtained, there is no need to further
complicate the procedure with additional reducing steps, although it is
still possible to reduce the size of cyclic cores using Gimpel’s technique
[Gim65].
Finally, in phase d) it is checked whether any of the dominated ele-
ments recorded during the procedure could be part of at least one opti-
5The matrix density is defined as the ratio of non-zero entries to total number of entries
in a matrix.
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mal solution (lines 28–30) using the following lemma and corollary:
Lemma 1. An elementASq that is dominated by an elementASr – withASr ∈
P and not part of the cyclic core – is part of at least one optimal solution only
if the solution P∗ obtained by swapping ASq with ASr in P is still an optimal
solution, i.e. |SP | = |SP∗ |, where P
∗ = P −ASr +ASq .
Proof. By hypothesis, if |SP | 6= |SP∗ |, the space of elements covered
uniquely byASr inP that madeASr essential in theMSC procedure – i.e.
SP \ SP−ASr – cannot be fully covered by ASq . Now, consider the solu-
tionP ′ obtained by forcingASq in the initial solution set and by applying
the MSC procedure once again. Since the MSC procedure is devised to
retrieve an optimal solution ([McC56, Qui59]), it is also able to retrieve
the solution with the minimal cardinality that involves ASq . Since ASq
was found to be dominated by ASr in the original MSC procedure, this
means that the space of elements SASq \ SASr was found to be covered
by essential elements. Thus, even forcing ASq in solution these elements
are still going to be selected as essentials by the MSC procedure, since
SASq does not include the elements that characterize their essentiality. In
other words, the space of elements SASq \ SASr is covered redundantly
and does not justify the presence of ASq in an optimal solution. The re-
maining covering space SASq ∩ SASr , by hypothesis, covers the space of
elements SP \ SP−ASr only partially, which has to be covered by an ad-
ditional AS, i.e. ASr itself or one of the elements that were found to be
dominated during the original MSC procedure. Thus, the cardinality of
P ′ has to be larger than P , since there is an element (ASq) that does not
uniquely cover any space of elements in N .
Corollary 1. An elementASq that is dominated by an elementASr – withASr
part of block bi of the cyclic core – is part of at least one optimal solution only
if there is at least one solution Pbij found via an exhaustive search on bi where
the solution P∗bij
obtained by swapping ASq from Pbij with its dominating
element ASr is still an optimal solution, i.e. |SPbij
| = |S∗Pbij
|, where P∗bij
=
Pbij −ASr +ASq and 0 ≤ j < |Pbi |.
As a result of this procedure, the algorithm provides: i) a set P of
ASes made up of the set of ASes that were inserted into the solution
during phase a) and of one of the solutions per each block found Pbi ,
and ii) a set I of ASes containing every AS that can be part of at least one
optimal solution.
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1 Input:
2 Covering matrixM of size |I| × |N |
3
4 C = ∅
5 while (C 6= N )
6 ASr = row covering the largest number of columns
7 append ASr toR
8 foreach row s ∈M
9 if SASq = SASr
10 insert ASq in R as alternative to ASr
11 delete fromM each column covered by ASr
12 C = C ∪ SASr
13
14 Output:
15 Ranking list R
Figure 12: Greedy heuristic
3.1.5 Ranking the candidates
The solution to the MSC problem on its own provides only a quantifi-
cation of the number of feeders required to obtain an optimal coverage
of the Internet core, but does not help much in understanding to what
extent the coverage would be improved with just a limited set of feed-
ers. This is because the aim of the MSC problem is to completely cover
the set of non-stub ASes, and at each step the ASes are selected due to
the essentiality concept described earlier, rather than choosing the ASes
that would maximize the partial coverage. The results obtained from
the MSC problem have thus a theoretical importance, since they enable
the current coverage of the RCs to be quantified and to identify which
ASes should join them. At the same time these results have a rather low
practical importance, since it is almost impossible to connect each feeder
found to a RC. In the second part of the methodology it is devised a pro-
cedure to rank each AS found to be part of at least one optimal solution
of the MSC problem, i.e. belonging to I, to provide any RC project with
ordered list of ASes that should join them in order to maximize their cov-
erage with limited resources.
This result can be obtained by using a greedy algorithm [CSRL01] to
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solve a particular Maximum Coverage (MC) problem restricted to the
elements found to be part of I, i.e. the rows of the covering matrix of
this MC are the rows corresponding to the ASes belonging to set I. The
MC problem can be described through the following ILP formulation for
every given k > 0:
Maximize

 ∑
ASj∈N
yASj

 (3.4)
subject to ∑
ASi∈I
xASi ≤ k (3.5)
∑
ASi∈I∧ASj∈SASi
xASi ≥ yASj , ∀ASj ∈ N (3.6)
yASj ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ASj ∈ N (3.7)
xASi ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ASi ∈ U (3.8)
where U , N , I and S
(d)
ASi
represent respectively the set of ASes, the
set of non-stub ASes, the set of ASes part of at least one MSC optimal
solution and the covering set of ASi – xASi is 1 if S
(d)
ASi
is part of the MC
problem solution, 0 otherwise, and yASj is 1 if ASj is part of the final
coverage, 0 otherwise.
An exact solution Ek of this MC problem is the set of k ASes (3.5) that
covers the largest set of non-stubs (3.4) chosen from the output of the
MSC problem (3.6). However, exact solutions cannot be used to retrieve
the desired AS ranking list, since Ek may differ from Ek−1 by more than
one element, and an AS that is part of Ek−1 may no longer be part of Ek.
Instead of looking for exact solutions, the greedy heuristic and the
concept of dominance described above are exploited to obtain an approx-
imate solution Gk which can be interpreted as the first k ASes that should
be added to the RCs on the basis of their potential contribution to the
coverage. In detail, for a given k, the greedy heuristic consists in k steps,
selecting the AS at each step that covers the maximum number of non-
stubs currently uncovered. This means that Gk is obtained by adding to
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Gk−1 the AS selected by the heuristic at step k. It must also be noted that
this approach is proved to be at least a (1 − 1e ) ≈ 0.632 approximation of
Ek [Hoc97].
Figure 12 depicts the pseudo-code of the greedy algorithm contex-
tualized into the framework of this work. Given the set I of ASes, the
heuristic selects at each step the AS that covers the largest number of
non-stubs and adds it in the ranking list R (lines 6-7). Then, it searches
for alternatives to the selected AS, i.e. ASes covering the same set of
non-stub ASes currently covered by the selected AS (line 10). Finally, the
remaining covering sets are updated by deleting the non-stub ASes cov-
ered by the selectedAS (line 11). Instead of stoppingwhen a given bound
k is reached, as described in the classical MC formulation, the proposed
algorithm stops when all the non-stubs ASes are (line 5). Note also that,
each time an AS is added to the ranking list, it is possible to keep track
of the percentage of non-stubs covered, thus the ranking list can also be
used to identify which ASes would need to become feeders in order to
cover a given percentage of non-stub ASes.
3.2 Methodology limitations
The proposedmethodology assumes that the selected feeders can always
provide a default-free BGP flow to the RCs. This is not always the case.
Several ASes obtain (only) a default route from their providers due to
the limited capacities either because of their routing infrastructure or be-
cause they do not need anythingmore specific. Those ASes are not physi-
cally capable of being full feeders. In addition, the methodology assumes
that the routing table announced by an AS is representative of the BGP
routing inside the whole feeding AS. Some organizations however split
their AS into different routing islands for traffic engineering purposes
[GIL+11], often related to geographical constraints (as it has been out-
lined in Chapter 5). There are special cases though. Particularly signifi-
cant is the case of AS 3557, which manages the f-root nameserver. This
AS owns at least 50 independent networks all over the world and an-
nouncing the same set of prefixes, which appears as one network thanks
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to the anycast technique [fro]. Each of these networks then establishes
a BGP session with different providers depending on the region consid-
ered. This means that, even if AS 3557 is perceived as a node located in
five different regions, five different BGP sessions would not be enough to
discover its full connectivity. It should rather be considered as the com-
position of many different and independent ASes, each of which should
be a feeder of an RC to get the full coverage of AS 3557 providers. All of
these must be taken into account while using the results of the method-
ology proposed. In any case it is possible to re-compute the results by
explicitly excluding those feeders which, for any reason, are not able to
provide the default-free BGP flow(s) required to cover its providers to
the RCs.
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Chapter 4
Economic Tagging
4.1 Economic relationships
In this thesis, the ability to infer economic relationships among ASes will
be exploited to compute p2c-distances and, then, to obtain results of the
MSC problem described in Section 3.1.3 (page 24). However, their knowl-
edge is also important outside of this scope, since they allow to shed light
about the role that each AS is playing in the Internet ecosystem.
This is technically implemented by applying outbound route filters
described via BGP import/export policies. Despite the large number of
possible economic agreements, inter-AS relationships can still be cate-
gorized by three main classes on the basis of the set of routes that each
AS announces to the other: provider-to-customer (p2c) – or customer-to-
provider (c2p) – peer-to-peer (p2p) and sibling-to-sibling (s2s) [Gao01b].
In p2c and c2p relationships, the provider announces to the customer
the routes required to reach each Internet destination, by selecting them
from the routes that the provider obtained from its customers, providers
and peers (if any) plus the routes owned by the provider itself. The cus-
tomer, on their part, announces to the provider only those routes related
to the customer’s own IP prefixes and routes obtained from its customers
(if any). In p2p relationships, each AS announces to the other peer the
routes related to its own IP prefixes and the routes obtained from its cus-
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tomers, typically free-of-charge. Finally, in s2s relationships each AS acts
like a provider by announcing its full routing table. This level of gran-
ularity is typically considered as consistent with reality [RWM+11b], al-
though there are some exceptions [MFM+06] mainly caused by policies
established on a geographical basis [Nor11]. For example ASes may
agree to establish a partial transit, in which the provider propagates the
customer routes only a particular region of the world or to a particular
set of its neighbors[LHD+13].
The existence of these types of relationships implies that the largest
amount of graph paths that can be extracted from the Internet AS-level
topology do not exist in reality. This means that the bare undirected
topology cannot be used to accurately study or model the real routing
behavior of the Internet. Thus, knowledge of inter-AS economic rela-
tionships plays a fundamental role, and any realistic Internet AS-level
analysis has to take these relationships into account. The common ap-
proach is to transform the undirectedAS-level topology into an economic
AS-level topology where each edge is tagged with a proper economic la-
bel which reflects the type of relationship existing between the involved
ASes. Despite (or due to) their key role, details regarding inter-AS eco-
nomic relationships are not usually publicly available, and researchers
have needed to develop heuristics to infer them.
The first work on tagging the Internet AS-level topologywas [Gao01a],
which proposed applying a heuristic on public BGP routing information
to infer economic relationships between ASes. The heuristic was based
on the fact that routes that two ASes exchange must reflect the economic
relationship between them, and that a provider typically has a larger
node degree1 than its customers, while two peers typically have compa-
rable degree. In [Gao01a] it was also proved that if allASes respect the ex-
port policies imposed by such economic relationships, then the AS path
in any BGP routing table must be valley-free, i.e. after traversing a p2c or
p2p, the AS path cannot traverse a c2p or p2p. Later, [SARK02b] formu-
lated the problem of assigning a tag to each connection as an optimiza-
1The node degree of a vertex of a graph is the number of edges incident to the vertex. In
this context case, the degree indicates the number of BGP neighbors of an AS.
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tion problem, the Type of Relationships (ToR) problem, using the num-
ber of valley-free paths as an objective function and proposed a heuristic
to solve it. The ToR problem has been proven to be NP-complete [BPP03,
EHS02], thus several authors have proposed different heuristics and en-
hancements to resolve it, for example [BPP03, EHS02, DKH+05, KMT06].
Other interesting approaches in the tagging issue were developed in
[XG04] and in [OPW+10]. The algorithm proposed in [XG04] started
from a partial set of information about the relationships between ASes,
inferred using the BGP COMMUNITY attribute and from a set of infor-
mation gathered through the IRR databases in order to obtain an entire
set of AS relationships. However there is not a standard in using the
BGP COMMUNITY attribute that could lead to a systematic method to
extract useful information, and data available in IRRs have no guaran-
tees regarding completeness and freshness. The algorithm proposed in
[OPW+10] was based on the fact that BGP monitors at the top of the
routing hierarchy, i.e. monitors at Tier-1 ASes, are able to reveal all the
downstream p2c over time, assuming that routes follow a no-valley pol-
icy.
The main problem in inferring AS-relationships from BGP data col-
lected by route collectors is that, besides its incompleteness, these data
contains several spurious entries caused by routermisconfigurations [MWA02].
These entries showup during BGP path exploration phenomena [OZP+06]
and can potentially affect the accuracy of the inferences drawn. De-
spite some of the heuristics used to try to minimize the impact of these
routes by limiting the impact of short-lived routes [GIL+11, OPW+10],
no definitive solution has been developed yet. In this section it is pro-
posed a methodology to fill this gap by introducing a preliminary data
hygiene phase where spurious routes are identified and purged from the
BGP data available. In addition, a a threshold-free tagging heuristic is
designed, where cleaned BGP data are used to tag each connection with
an economic label. The data hygiene phase is designed to remove spuri-
ous routes which may affect the accuracy of the inter-AS economic infer-
ences. Consequently, it is not aimed at removing all general spuriousness
in BGP data.
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Sections 4.2 describes
the causes and the extent of spurious routes that may affect the correct-
ness of AS-relationships inference. In Sections 4.3 a methodology aimed
to remove those spurious entries is proposed and an economic tagging
algorithm to infer AS-relationships from cleaned AS paths is designed.
Section 4.4 presents the results.
4.2 BGP misconfigurations and inferences
Entries in BGP data contain AS paths announced on the Internet, how-
ever they still cannot be used in their raw form in all types of inference.
Inter-AS economic relationship inferences suffer from a particular class
of entries – hereafter spurious entries – which can lead to wrong results.
These entries are typically caused by BGP export policy misconfigura-
tions [MWA02] and show up during BGP path exploration phenomena
[OZP+06], which occurs when an ASBR receives a withdrawn message.
In detail, before declaring the destination network unreachable, an ASBR
tries to use several different routes available in its RIB table for which a
withdrawn message has not yet been received, very likely due to time
propagation delays. As a consequence, during the lifetime of this pro-
cess several UPDATE messages that contain routes not commonly used
are generated and propagated. These may also include messages con-
taining routes that violate the business relationship agreement between
ASes – i.e. violate the valley-free principle described in [Gao01b] – typ-
ically due to human errors in defining BGP export policies on ASBRs
[GIL+11, MWA02, OZP+06]. These spurious routes are then propagated
through the Internet up to the route collectors and, thus, appear in public
datasets.
Consider for example the scenario depicted in Figure 13, and assume
that i) each AS selects the route with the shortest path to reach P, ii)
each link has the same propagation delay, and iii) C applies a prefix-
based outbound filtering, i.e. C announces to its providers every route
to reach its customer networks [GIL+11, MWA02], irrespectively which
neighbor the route was received from. For example in this scenario, C
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Figure 13: Path exploration example scenario
preferred path to reach prefix P is through its customer D, over the AS
paths A-B-D and B-D received from its providers A and B respectively.
Note however that paths A-B-D and B-D are still stored in C RIB table
as alternative routes [RFCb]. Now suppose that D sends a withdrawn
message containing P to both B and C due to a network failure. C will
then remove from its RIB the AS path D to reach P and will search for
alternatives before informing its neighbors that P is unreachable. Due to
time propagation delays, C has not yet received any withdrawn message
from either A or B concerning P. Thus C will select the best route from
the alternatives stored in its RIB table, i.e. the route with AS path B-D.
The same thing happens on B, where the chosen route is the route with
AS path C-D. Since C performs an outbound filtering implemented as de-
scribed above, it announces to A and B the route C-B-D to reach P, while
B announces to A and C the route B-C-D. Note that the route announced
by C to A is clearly in contrast with the p2c agreement signed with B. As
a consequence, A may decide to use this route (e.g. if A applies the com-
monly used prefer-customer policy [GGR01]) and then announce to the
RC R the spurious route A-C-B-D. As soon as C and B realize that loop-
free2 routes to reach P do not exist, they advertise a withdrawn message
towards A. Finally, since A has no other alternatives to reach P, it will
declare that the destination is unreachable, which will be recorded by R.
In other words, R sees that C is transiting traffic between its providers
2Due to the BGP loop avoidancemechanism, every route that contains the local AS num-
ber in the AS path attribute should not participate in the best route selection mechanism
[RFCb].
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Figure 14: AS path length distribution
A and B for a short time since the network P will be withdrawn from
the Internet at the end of the convergence of BGP protocol. As a result,
several economic inferences made using BGP public data are potentially
wrong, since AS paths contained in spurious entries interfere with those
obtained from stable AS paths. Note that these spurious routes do not
actually affect the network performances of the AS owner of the miscon-
figured ASBR due to their ephemeral nature, thus it is very likely that
several misconfigurations go unnoticed by network operators. Likewise,
it is unlikely (but still possible) that an AS unconsciously maintains a
BGP misconfiguration for a long period of time, since an AS which tran-
sits non-planned traffic for at least one of its providers (or peers) will
perceive that its network performance is degraded.
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The presence of spurious entries is well-known. The common solu-
tion it is to consider every transient route as a potential source of prob-
lem for the inferences, thus applying heuristics that limit their effect on
the final tagging results ([Gao01b, GIL+11, OPW+10]). This approach
is not entirely correct, since not all transient routes carry no-valley-free
AS paths. For example, backup routes may have a relatively short lifes-
pan, but they carry perfectly legitimate AS paths from which previously
unnoticed p2c relationships between pair of ASes may be inferred. One
of the most evident characteristics which differentiates a spurious entry
from a normal transient route is related to its AS path length. To prove
this, Figure 14 depicts the Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of the
AS path length3 of four sets of routes, consisting of: a) every route, b)
routes that lasted less than 60 seconds, c) routes that lasted less than one
hour and d) routes containing easily detectable no-valley-free AS paths.
Note that the four sets are not disjoint, e.g. routes in set b are also in-
cluded in set a and c. To identify the routes belonging to set d, the a
priori knowledge regarding the provider-free property owned by a lim-
ited set of ASes, i.e. those ASes that do not need to buy transit from any
other AS to reach each Internet destination, has been exploited. A list of
these ASes can be found on Wikipedia [Wik], whose validity has been
discussed in [GIL+11] and [HG12]. Then, every AS path that includes
two (or more) provider-free ASes not directly connected to each other
has been selected, i.e. every AS path in which a third AS transited traf-
fic for one of the provider-free ASes. Hereafter these routes are referred
as inter-PF routes. As can be seen from Figure 14, inter-PF routes have
a greater probability of having longer AS paths than routes in the other
sets. This is not the general behavior of short-lived routes (sets b and
c), which can be generated for other reasons (e.g. backup connections,
route flapping, traffic engineering issues) and which typically carry per-
fectly legitimate AS paths. In addition routes belonging to set d are usu-
ally short-lived with respect to the total set of routes, as shown in the
Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) depicted in
3Multiple consecutive ASes in every AS path (consequence of AS prepending) have been
removed
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Figure 15, thus confirming their extremely transient nature. The largest
amount of long-lived routes belonging to this set can still be considered as
legitimate, since it largely consists of routes in which provider-free ASes
are separated by a third AS which can be traced back to organizations
that own one of the provider-free ASes involved. Indeed, worldwide
ISPs often own more than one AS number, both due to traffic engineer-
ing (e.g. Verizon Communications manages AS 701 for North-American
routing, AS 702 for European, Middle Eastern and African routing and
AS 703 for Asian and Pacific region routing) and because of mergers and
acquisitions [CHKW10]. Thus, it seems reasonable to assume that spu-
rious routes can be identified by their abnormal AS path length and by
their short-lived appearance in BGP datasets.
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Figure 16: Data hygiene phase filters
4.3 Towards spuriousness-free inferences
To date, economic tagging algorithms have tried to mitigate the effects of
spurious routes by using thresholds, either on the number of entries used
to infer transit relationships [Gao01b] or on the lifespan of each route, e.g.
cutting off every route lasting less than two days [OPW+10] or whose
lifespan is not comparable with long-lasting lifespans [GIL+11]. In both
cases, the main problem is how to select a suitable value for the thresh-
old. This section describes a methodology which, rather than relying on
arbitrary and debatable thresholds, identifies spurious entries by analyz-
ing the data characteristics themselves and purging them from the initial
dataset before inferences are drawn.
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1 Input: feeder f , destination d, routesf,d
2
3 foreach r in routesf,d
4 as_path = r.as_path
5 as_path = remove_prepending(as_path)
6 as_path_length = length(as_path)
7 length_as_paths[as_path_length].insert(as_path)
8 length_distr[as_path_length] += lifespan(as_path)
9
10 left_edge = right_edge = compute_mode(distr)
11 ranked_length_distr = sort_by_lifespan_desc(length_distr)
12 for( i = 1; i < size(ranked_length_distr); i++)
13 bin_size = right_edge − left_edge +1
14 binned_distrf,d = length_in_bins = ∅
15 foreach (length, lifespan) in length_distr
16 if (length < left_edge)
17 bin = (length−left_edge)/bin_size)
18 if (( length−left_edge)%bin_size)
19 bin−−
20 if (length > right_edge)
21 bin = (length−right_edge)/bin_size)
22 if (( length−right_edge)%bin_size)
23 bin++
24 binned_distrf,d[bin] += lifespan
25 as_paths_in_binsf,d[bin].insert(length_as_paths[length])
26
27 1st_quartile = compute_1st_quartile(binned_distrf,d)
28 3rd_quartile = compute_3rd_quartile(binned_distrf,d)
29 if (1 st_quartile == 3rd_quartile)
30 break
31 if (ranked_length_distr[i] < left_edge)
32 left_edge = ranked_length_distr[i]
33 if (ranked_length_distr[i] > right_edge)
34 right_edge = ranked_length_distr[i]
35 bin_size = right_edge − left_edge
36
37
38 Output: binned_distrf,d, as_paths_in_binsf,d
Figure 17: Step a) Binned AS path length distribution creation
4.3.1 Preliminary data hygiene phase
Section 4.2 highlighted that spurious routes have a short lifespan and ab-
normally long AS paths. To identify candidate spurious routes, a three-
step filter as been devised, (see Fig. 16) exploiting the following consid-
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1 Input: f , d, binned_distrf,d, as_paths_in_binsf,d
2
3 µf,d = compute_mean(binned_distrf,d)
4 σf,d = compute_std_dev(binned_distrf,d)
5 foreach bin in binned_distrf,d
6 if bin > µf,d + σf,d
7 Df,d . insert(as_paths_in_binsf,d[bin])
8 else
9 Mf,d . insert(as_paths_in_binsf,d[bin])
10
11 Output: discarded AS paths Df,d, mantained AS pathsMf,d
Figure 18: Step b) Three-sigma rule filtering
eration: an AS tends to select predominant routes to proficiently reach
a destination during a month [RWXZ02, FRBM07] and, thus, predom-
inant AS path lengths to reach a destination. It is thus possible to ap-
ply data binning to the time-based AS path length distribution in order
to retrieve a binned normal distribution centered around the mode of
the original distribution. As a consequence, AS paths that do not fall
within the normal binned behavior can be marked as outliers by apply-
ing the three-sigma rule, commonly used to identify outliers in normal
distributions [LF04]. More in detail, step a) of the algorithm (Fig. 17)
aims to create the AS path length distribution experienced throughout
the entire month by each pair <feeder IP f, destination p> and
to compute the proper bin value to consider this distribution as a well-
approximated normal distribution. To do this, the RIB dynamics related
to the pair <f,p> are recreated. Then the AS path length experienced be-
tween the first and the last announcement of p every second is sampled,
i.e. it is assigned the total amount of time (in seconds) to each length
found in which a route with an AS path with that length is found to be
active for the pair <f,p> during the sampling period (lines 3-8). Then
the correct size of the bin is computed and the distribution just computed
is transformed into a binned normal distribution centered on the mode
of the original distribution, i.e. bin zero contains at least the predomi-
nant length of the distribution. The size of the bin is determined by the
left_edge and right_edge, which are initially set equal to the distribution
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mode (line 10). Then, each length value is assigned to the appropriate
bin (lines 15-25) and it is checked if the values of the first quartile and of
the third quartile of the binned distribution are the same (line 29). In this
case, the mode of the binned distribution predominates over the other bin
values and the binned distribution can be considered as normal with a
good approximation. Otherwise, the procedure is repeated increasing
the bin size by including the next longest-lasting length and updating
the value of the left or right edge accordingly (lines 32-35).
In step b) (Fig. 18), the three-sigma rule [LF04] is applied on the binned
distribution that has just been created, considering every AS path in-
cluded in a bin whose value is greater than µf,d + 3σf,d as an outlier,
where µf,d and σf,d are the temporal mean and the standard deviation
respectively of the binned distribution created during step a). µf,d and
σf,d is computed as follows:
µf,d =
∑Nf,d
i=1 bi · wi∑Nf,d
i=1 wi
(4.1)
σf,d =
√√√√∑Nf,di=1 wi · (bi − µf,d)2∑Nf,d
i=1 wi
(4.2)
where Nf,d is the number of bins, and bi and wi are the value of the i-th
bin and its temporal weight, respectively. Note that µf,d + 3σf,d is still a
threshold, but its value is not arbitrary. Rather, it has both a real and sta-
tistical significance, since it depends on the AS path lengths that f uses
to reach d. As a result of this filtering step, each AS path is classified as
dropped or maintained. However some AS paths generated during a path
exploration phenomenon may still not have been correctly discarded,
due to their limited AS path length. Step c) (Fig. 19) aims to identify
these remaining routes by checking whether any route was announced
less than thirty seconds earlier than any spurious route identified in step
b). In such cases, the closest precedent route is flagged as part of the path
exploration phenomenon (line 9) and checks are made once again start-
ing from this route, until no more routes are found in the time interval
analysed. Every AS path passing through this last filter is declared as
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1 Input: f , d, routesf,d, Df,d , Mf,d
2
3 foreach r in routesf,d
4 if (r .as_path ∈ Df,d)
5 curr_r = r
6 while(exists previous route)
7 prev_r = previous_route(curr_r)
8 if (birth(curr_r) − birthbirth(prev_r) ≤ MRAI)
9 to_check.remove(prev_r.as_path)
10 else
11 break
12 curr_r = prev_r
13
14 V .insert(to_check)
15 to_check = ∅
16 else
17 to_check.insert (r .as_path)
18
19 V . insert (to_check)
20
21
22 Output: valid AS paths V
Figure 19: Step c) MRAI-based event filtering
valid and can be used to draw economic inferences. Note that thirty sec-
onds is not an arbitrary value, but instead reflects a protocol operational
standard value, since it is the the default value of theMinRouteAdvertise-
mentIntervalTimer (MRAI timer) [RFCb]. This parameter is the minimum
time interval that should elapse between consecutive UPDATE messages
for a given route sent by an ASBR to its neighbor. It is usually used to
limit the amount of announced routes during BGP transients to improve
BGP routing convergence ([LABJ01, SKM06, PZMZ06]). Note that net-
work operators typically leave this parameter at the default value, but
some use a lower value to reduce the convergence times even further
[FSR11].
To better understand the methodology, consider as an example the
evolution of the routes related to pair <d, f> (Table 5), where
d = 2a03:2040::/32 and f = (2001:43f8:1f0::29, AS 6968),
which has been found to involve at least one inter-PF route. The steps
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Figure 20: Binned distribution creation related to routes collected for <d,f>
AS path length lifespan [s] final bin status
5 220,858 0 valid
6 282,158 0 valid
7 211,402 0 valid
10 26,774 +1 dropped
µbinned = 0.036
σbinned = 0.03
µbinned + 3σbinned = 0.09
Table 5: AS path length distribution of routes related to <d,f>
involved are depicted in Figure 20. Firstly, the correct bin value it is com-
puted in order to consider the distribution as normal. The distribution
is initially centered around its mode value (length=6) and analysed with
a bin size equal to one. Since the distribution does not show a predom-
inant bin, the bin size is enlarged to two, i.e. the difference between the
first (length=6) and the second (length=5) modes plus one. The resulting
distribution, althoughmore peaked, still does not satisfy the condition of
normality required. Thus, the bin is further enlarged (bin size=3) to also
include the third mode (length=7). The distribution is now extremely
peaked, and step b) cuts off all the AS paths included in the final +1 bin,
including the inter-PFs.
4.3.2 Economic inference phase
Now that a methodology able to eliminate most spurious routes is avail-
able, to infer inter-AS economic relationships there is the need to have an
appropriate algorithm that can exploit the filtered routes. In this thesis,
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1 Input: set of valid AS paths V
2
3 foreach p in V
4 foreach connection [A,B] in p
5 if (T1 ∈ Tlist follows [A,B] in p)
6 F [A,B] . insert (c2p)
7 if (T1 ∈ Tlist precedes [A,B] in p)
8 F [A,B] . insert (p2c)
9 if (does not exist any T1 ∈ Tlist )
10 F [A,B] . insert (p2p)
11
12 Output: set of sets of economic tags F
Figure 21: Step a) of the economic tagging algorithm
1 Input: set of tags F produced by step a)
2
3 foreach t in F [A,B]
4 if (exists P[A,B])
5 P[A,B] = merge(P[A,B], t)
6 else if (exists P[B,A])
7 P[A,B] = merge(P[B,A], t)
8 else
9 P[A,B] = t
10
11 Output: set of preliminary tags P
Figure 22: Step b) of the economic
tagging algorithm
p2c p2p c2p s2s
p2c p2c p2c s2s s2s
c2p s2s c2p c2p s2s
p2p p2c p2p c2p s2s
s2s s2s s2s s2s s2s
Figure 23: Merging rules
will be exploited the techniques described in [GIL+11] and [OPW+10]
due to their strong bonds with collected raw data and few hypotheses
and assumptions supporting the heuristic. The original algorithms rely
on the valley free property of AS paths [Gao01b] and on a priori knowl-
edge of a set of provider-free ASes [Wik]. The valley-free property im-
plies that in a given AS path: a) at most one single p2p connection exists,
b) no c2p connections can follow a p2p connection, and c) no c2p connec-
tions can follow a p2c connection. By also considering the provider-free
property of a well-identifiable set of ASes, this also means that d) any
connection that appears before a provider-free AS can be considered a
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1 Input: set of preliminary tags P produced by step b) of the algorithm
2
3 foreach p in AS path tagged with P
4 foreach direct connection [A,B] in p
5 if (P[A,B] == p2p)
6 if ([A,B] precedes any c2p ∈ P in p)
7 if (exists (T[B,A] ))
8 T[B,A] = s2s
9 else
10 T[A,B] = (T[A,B] == s2s) ? s2s : c2p
11 if ([A,B] follows any p2c ∈ P in p)
12 if (exists (T[B,A] ))
13 T[B,A] = s2s
14 else
15 T[A,B] = (T[A,B] == s2s) ? s2s : p2c
16
17 foreach [A,B] in P
18 if (! exists T[A,B] )
19 T[A,B] = P[A,B]
20
21
22 Output: set of tags T
Figure 24: Step c) of the economic tagging algorithm (enhancement step)
c2p, and e) any connection that appears after a provider-free AS can be
considered a p2c. Note that connections between provider-free ASes are
considered p2p by definition. The main difference between the two algo-
rithms is in how they handle spurious routes. Since the preliminary step
described in Section 4.3 entails handling problematic routes, the basic al-
gorithm is the same as the one in [OPW+10] without the two-day time
threshold filtering. Likewise it is the same as the algorithm proposed in
[GIL+11] but with NMAG = ∞, i.e. with no time threshold. In addition,
in the following it will be introduced also an enhancement step, which
enables the quality of the inferences drawn to be refined further.
However, for the sake of completeness, Figures 21 ,22 and Fig. 23
reports an adapted version of original economic tagging algorithm de-
scribed in [GIL+11], i.e. the basic algorithm after which the enhance-
ment step will be applied. The first step of the algorithm (Fig. 21) takes
in input the set of valid AS paths produced by the data-hygiene phase
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(cf. Figures 16 and 24), and assigns at least one economic tag to each
connection. In particular, whenever a connection between two ASes pre-
cedes an AS belonging to Tlist (i.e. a provider-free AS), it is tagged as
c2p. On the other hand, if it follows a provider-free AS it is tagged as
p2c. Note that a connection may appear in more than one AS path, and
the economic relationship that is inferred by analysing one path may dif-
fer from the economic relationship inferred for the same connection by
analysing another path. In the second step (Fig. 22), all the economic tags
found for each connection are merged to obtain one single tag, according
to the merging rules reported in Table. 23. Extensive explanation about
this table can be found in [GIL+11], however the basic rationale is that
if two ASes results having both a p2p and a p2c connection then the re-
sult is that the two ASes have a p2c connection, since the export policies
associated with the p2c relationship are a superset of the export policies
associated with a p2p relationship (and the same rationale applies for s2s
with respect to p2c and p2p relationships).
The enhancement (Fig. 24) exploits the economic tags drawn by the
original algorithm to infer additional p2c (or c2p) relationships also from
those AS paths that do not contain any provider-free ASes. In the origi-
nal algorithm, these AS paths led only to simple p2p connections, which
were potentially overwritten by p2c (c2p) relationships whenever a path
was found containing a provider-free AS and the proof that one of the
two ASes was providing transit to the other. However, despite the lack
of provider-free ASes, these AS pathsmay still contain useful information
to infer further transit relationships. Connections inferred to be p2c (or
c2p) may appear because they were found in at least one other AS path
containing a provider-free AS. This information can be exploited to force
these AS paths to comply with the valley-free property, by turning some
p2p relationships present in AS paths without provider-free ASes into
c2p (or p2c) relationships by exploiting the same rationale as the original
algorithm. If a set of p2p connections precedes a c2p connection, each
is converted into a c2p. Likewise, if any p2p connection follows a p2c
connection, each is converted into a p2c. In both cases, in order to detect
an s2s connection the presence of other inferences made on different AS
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Figure 25: Example of application of the enhanced step
paths must be taken into account.
The key rationale behind this algorithm is that a p2c label is tangible
proof that an AS announced networks previously received from one of its
peers or providers to another AS, while a p2p label only proves that the
ASes exchanged routing information related to each others’ customers.
Thus, if multiple different tags are found for the same connection, a p2p
label is overruled by a p2c label, while contrasting p2c and c2p labels
lead to an s2s label, i.e. each AS is a provider of the other. For exam-
ple, consider the situation in Figure 25. Despite the fact that the AS path
D-A-B-E-F does not contain any provider-free AS, it is still possible to
infer that D is customer of A, and that F is customer of E. This because,
from the AS path A-B-P1-P2-C, there is proof that A and E announced
routing information to them which was related to their providers.
4.4 Results
The methodology described in Section 4.3 has been applied to the routes
extracted fromBGP data provided by BGPmon [BGP], PCH [PCH], RIS [RIS]
and RouteViews [Rou] over February 2014. By applying the data hygiene
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p2c p2p s2s Total
with spuriousness 110,441 (52.75%) 95,221 (45.48%) 3714 (1.77%) 209,376
without spuriousness 107,563 (52.99%) 93,508 (46.06%) 1925 (0.95%) 202,996
Table 6: Impact of spuriousness on tagging algorithm results
phase on this set of routes the results highlight that 42.24% of the total 47
million different AS paths collected appear only in spurious routes. The
data hygiene phase was able to eliminate 91.62% of the inter-PF routes
that led existing tagging algorithms to inexistent s2s relationships. Ta-
ble 6 compares the results obtained using every AS path available and
only the AS paths purged of spurious routes. Despite the large number of
AS paths discarded, their effect on economic inferences is rather limited.
This can be explained by the fact that only a limited set of ASes are mis-
configured and contribute to creating no-valley-free AS paths. In addi-
tion, over the last few years several techniques have been proposed to re-
duce the propagation of spurious routes [HRA10] to limit the BGP traffic
volume due to excessive UPDATEmessages. However, the percentage of
changed tags is not negligible (5.08%), and cannot be ignored. It should
also be noted that 6380 connections out of 209,376 (3.05%) were found
to appear only in spurious routes, and due to their ephemeral nature
were not tagged. Note also that the increasing amount of p2p connec-
tions together with the simultaneous decrease in p2c connections means
that several p2c inferences were based solely on spurious routes, and
are thus likely to be wrong. Due to the nature of the proposed tagging
algorithm, a p2c relationship is inferred only when a tangible proof is
found of such relationship in the AS paths, while every other connection
is considered to be a p2p. Table 7 highlights that the enhancement step
enables us to infer an amount of p2c connections that is typically larger
than other algorithms, still maintaining the spuriousness-free character-
istic introduced by the data hygiene phase. An arbitrary time threshold
is not a good solution. In fact the algorithm proposed by Oliveira et al.
[OPW+10] misses a large amount of p2c exclusively due to their two-day
threshold. This also happens in the results obtained with the most con-
servative NMAG values of Gregori et al.’s algorithm [GIL
+11], i.e. small
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p2c p2p s2s
Gregori et al. [GIL+11]
NMAG = 1 98,505 109,076 1795
NMAG = 2 99,837 107,437 2102
NMAG = 3 101,171 105,911 2294
NMAG = 4 103,286 103,496 2594
NMAG = 5 106,423 99,443 3510
NMAG = 6 106,728 99,065 3583
NMAG = 7 106,785 98,962 3629
NMAG = ∞ 106,928 98,770 3678
Oliveira et al. [OPW+10] 96,233 84,946 1796
Proposed tagging algorithm 107,563 93,508 1925
Table 7: Comparison of the results of economic tagging algorithms
values of NMAG that represent the strictest transient filters. On the other
hand, by using less conservative NMAG values, some of the missing p2c
increase, but also the number of wrongly inferred s2s increases due to the
presence of short-lived no-valley-free AS paths. In particular, the larger
the value ofNMAG, the larger the number of inter-PF AS paths (as shown
in Section 4.2) that also participate in the s2s generation.
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Chapter 5
Geography tagging
5.1 Introduction
The Internet AS-level topology is usually analysed at a worldwide level
of detail. Every inference found for an AS is extrapolated from the global
set of AS paths gathered from RCs, independently of the geographic lo-
cation of the ASes. This approach is useful when the Internet is analyzed
at a very coarse level. However, it may be misleading if the analysis is
more focused on a specific geographical region. The risk is that the par-
ticular characteristics that the Internet has in that region may be lost.
Typically each AS has a particular role and specific economic behav-
ior in each region of the world where it is present, which strictly depend
on the connectivity and performance that it can provide for its customers
in that region. For example, an intercontinental AS may be widespread
in its home region—in terms of the number of connections and services
offered—while it may be not competitive outside that region. This differ-
ent level of pervasivenessmay lead the sameAS to establishing economic
relationships in those regions with different criteria. This also implies
that an AS connection that has been identified in a global analysis may
hide multiple connections located in different geographic regions, each
with its own characteristics. Despite that, research on the Internet AS-
level analysis has considered ASes as homogeneous entities, each with a
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global set of metrics and characteristics, regardless of their heterogeneity.
This chapter will show a methodology which – starting from the ge-
olocation of ASes – is able to infer geographic information from AS paths
and to analyze local properties of the Internet, with a special focus on AS
topology properties and economic relationships. Specifically, it will be
introduced a methodology which is able to geolocate AS paths and, then,
to infer continental and geographical topologies, which will be analysed
both from a statistical and economical point of view.
The economic analysis will be carried out by adapting the algorithm
described in Chapter 4 to deal with geographic AS paths. It will be
shown that the Internet actually consists of regional and independent
ecosystems, which differ greatly in terms of both topological and eco-
nomic properties and introduce particular characteristics that are hidden
in a global-level analysis. These differences should be taken into serious
consideration by all research based on the AS-level topology of the Inter-
net - e.g. Internet modeling evolutions, protocol analyses, worm spread
analyses - in order to rely on a more realistic structure of the Internet,
instead of on a coarse and potentially misleading representation.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 details
the process of geolocating each AS from raw BGP data. Section 5.3 intro-
duces the methodology aimed at producing geographically tagged AS
paths. Section 5.4 shows the graph properties found by the undirected
analysis of the regional topologies extracted from geographically tagged
AS paths. Section 5.5 shows how to modify the economic tagging algo-
rithm described in Chapter 4. Finally, Section 5.6 presents the economic
analyses of economic regional topologies extracted using the economic
tagging algorithm.
5.2 AS geolocation
Knowledge regarding the geographic range of an AS is one of the funda-
mental parameters for decisions concerning the establishment of a settlement-
free peering or a transit type of relationship between ASes. Several Tier-1
(T1) ASes include in their peering requirements at least one geographic
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constraint for candidate peers that need to be fulfilled. Just to name a
few, AT&T1 requires a list of the countries served by the candidate peer
in the peering request submission; Verizon2 requires a minimum num-
ber of served countries in the region where the peering is requested and
that candidates own a "geographically-dispersed network"; and Telia-
Sonera3 requires that the candidate peer is present and able to exchange
traffic and to be interconnected in aminimum number of cities in two out
of three regions (Europe, North America and/or Asia Pacific/Oceania).
The formal definition of AS – given in [RFCc] – is used as a starting point
to perform the geolocation:
“An AS is a connected group of one or more IP prefixes run
by one or more network operators which has a single and clearly
defined routing policy.”
Given this definition, it is straightforward that an AS is geolocated if its
own prefixes are geolocated. The list of all the prefixes advertised by
a given AS can be collected by parsing the BGP raw data provided by
RC projects. Each prefix can be geolocated in turn by geolocating each
IP address inside it, using one of the IP geolocation databases available
[SZ11]. Consider a generic route x.y.z.0/24-A B C D. It is possible
to claim that the last element of the AS path4 owns at least a network
– and thus it may or may not be present – in the region(s) where the
prefix is geolocated. This approach is correct for any given geographic
region (e.g. countries, continents) iff the granularity of the geolocation
tool is fine enough and iff the route does not carry the AGGREGATOR
and ATOMIC_AGGREGATE attribute. The AGGREGATOR is an optional
transitive attribute and the ATOMIC_AGGREGATE is a well-known discre-
tionary attribute of the BGP protocol and may be included in UPDATE
messages by a BGP speaker which performs route aggregation. If one
of these attributes is present, it is possible that part of the real AS path
1http://www.corp.att.com/peering/
2http://www.verizonbusiness.com/terms/peering/
3http://www.teliasoneraic.com/dms/teliasoneraic/Documents/
tsic-sfi-010.pdf
4The UPDATE message is originated by the rightmost AS of the path.
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is missing, hidden by the aggregating router. Optionally, the aggregat-
ing router could set the AS_SET attribute, which contains the unordered
set of ASes the route traversed before the aggregation occurred. Either
the AS_SET is present or not, it is not possible to state that the considered
prefix belongs to the last element of the AS path, but additional confirma-
tion is needed from the whois service provided by the Internet Routing
Registries 5: the prefix is considered to belong to the last AS of the AS
path if that AS is the owner of the announced prefix also according to
the whois response. For example consider the route shown in Fig. 26 –
which is the textual representation in MRT data of a route collected by
the RC rrc12 of RIPE RIS – where the prefix is entirely geolocated in
Europe. Given the presence of the AGGREGATOR attribute, whois ser-
vice has to be queried. Since the response state that the prefix belongs to
AS 2597, it is possible to conclude that AS 2597 is present in Europe. In
the following details about the Internet infrastructure at continental level
will be showed, by exploiting the Maxmind GeoIPLite database6, which
has been proved to be reliable at both level [PUK+11]. In the continen-
tal level analysis, the Internet has been divided in five macro regions:
Africa (AF), Asia-Pacific (Asia and Oceania – AP), Europe (EU), Latin
America (the Caribbean, Central America, Mexico and South America –
LA) and North America (Bermuda, Canada, Greenland, Saint Pierre and
Miquelon, and U.S.A. – NA).
5.3 Introduction of geography in BGP data
Geolocation of ASes by itself is not enough to extract geographic infor-
mation from AS paths. An AS can have a geographic range that spread
across multiple regions, thus it is not possible to infer where each AS
connection forming an AS path is located. To overcome this problem it is
proposed a three-step algorithm which, based on the geolocation of each
AS, is able to geolocate each AS connection of the AS paths.
5A list of available whois locations can be found at http://www.irr.net/
6http://dev.maxmind.com/geoip/legacy/geolite/
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Figure 26: Textual representation of a route in MRT format
Inference of enhanced routes from BGP raw data. In this step it is ob-
tained an enhanced route – defined as the triplet
{SOURCE, ASPATH, DESTINATION} – for each route available in the
BGP data. SOURCE is the region where the BGP AS Border Router that
announced that route to the RC is located and can be obtained by geolo-
cating its IP address (i.e. its ipfrom, cfr. Section 2.2, pag. 10). ASPATH
is the content of the homonym BGP attribute. DESTINATION is the re-
gion where the prefix announced is located. Since a prefix could be ge-
olocated in more than one geographic region, more than one enhanced
route could be created from a single route, one for each region where the
destination is found to be located. Consider the route reported in Fig. 26.
Both the IP address of the BGP speaker (80.81.192.98) and the prefix
announced (192.12.193.0/24) are located in Europe, thus leading to
the enhanced route {EU, 9189 8422 3356 2597, EU}.
Detection of Single Region Located Transit Points (SRLTPs) in each en-
hanced route. In this step it is extracted from each enhanced route the
set of SRLTPs, i.e. regional intermediate points where the traffic needs
to flow. The SOURCE and the DESTINATION of each enhanced route are
by definition part of this set, since they are both geolocated in a single
region. This set also includes two classes of ASes that can be found in
the ASPATH. The first class is represented by ASes that own prefixes only
located in a single region, i.e. ASes that do not own an inter-regional
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infrastructure. Another class is represented by those ASes that have a
single region in common with a neighboring AS. The basic idea is that
typically ASes follow a regional principle to route traffic. Inter-regional
ASes tend to subdivide their ASes into different areas by exploiting the
features of BGP or IGP protocols such as OSPF and IS-IS in order tomain-
tain traffic as regional as possible to maximize the performance. Thus, an
inter-regional AS avoid using its infrastructure when it is not needed, by
representing a SRLTP under certain circumstances. For example consider
the enhanced route extracted from the route shown in Fig. 26. Geolocat-
ing each AS using the methodology described in Section 5.2, the result
is that ASes 9189, 8422 and 2597 are located only in Europe, while 3356
is located in every continent. Since also DESTINATION is located in Eu-
rope, each AS represents a SRLTP.
Inference of Geographic AS paths. In this step it is exploited the in-
formation just extracted to geolocate the connections of the AS path of
each enhanced route. Following the same regional principle introduced
above, inter-regional ASes are typically interconnected on every location
where they are co-located, trying to maintain inter-AS traffic as regional
as possible. This means that, for example, if the traffic flows from a
source to a destination both located in region R through ASes located in
R, the traffic is very likely to remain confined in R even if these ASes are
co-located in other regions. By exploiting these considerations and the
SRLTPs identified in the previous step it is possible to complete the geo-
graphic tagging algorithm, which is presented in Fig. 27. The algorithm
aims to create a set of geolocated AS connections from each enhanced
route. Each enhanced route together with its set of geolocated connec-
tions hereafter is defined as a Geographic AS path. To achieve this, it
is required to analyze each AS in the ASPATH and check whether the
connection with its neighboring ASes can be established in the consid-
ered region. At the beginning, SOURCE is considered as the initial region
(line 2), and all those AS connections that may belong to the considered
region (line 18) are added to the set of AS connections located in that
region to the set of AS connections located in that region. The consid-
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1 foreach enhanced route R
2 region = SOURCE;
3 for( i=0; i < length(ASPATH ); i++)
4 if (ASi ∈ SRLTP && region 6∈ regions(ASi))
5 region = regions(ASi);
6 for( j = i ; j > 0; j−−)
7 if (region ∈ regions(ASj ))
8 add(ASj−1, ASj ) to GEO_PATH(Region);
9 else
10 break;
11 elsif (region ∈ regions(ASi))
12 add(ASi, ASi−1) to GEO_PATH(Region);
13 else
14 i = index of next SRLTP;
15 region = regions(ASi);
16 for( j = i ; j > 0; j−−)
17 if (region ∈ regions(ASj ))
18 add(ASj−1, ASj ) to GEO_PATH(Region);
19 else
20 break;
21 if (region 6=DESTINATION)
22 region =DESTINATION ;
23 for( j = length(ASPATH ); j > 0; j−−)
24 if (region ∈ regions(ASj ))
25 add(ASj−1, ASj ) to GEO_PATH(Region);
26 else
27 break;
Figure 27: Geographic tagging algorithm
ered region will be changed if an SRLTP (line 4) or if a multi-regional AS
(line 13) not located in that region is found. In this last case the change
is preceded by a jump to the next SRLTP (line 14). The output of the
geographic tagging algorithm is composed by the set of Geographic AS
paths, each inferred from the related enhanced routes. Considering the
route in Fig. 26 and its characteristics shown so far, it is inferred that the
full AS path is located in Europe.
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5.4 Undirected graph analyses
The algorithm to obtain Geographic AS paths described in section 5.3
has been applied on BGP routes gathered by Route Views, RIS, PCH and
BGPmon RCs during February 2014. Then, from each geographic AS
path have been extracted the geolocated connections to create regional
AS-level topologies, finding that 46,806 out of 47,246 ASes appear in at
least one regional topology. The missing ASes are in 59 out of 441 cases
due to missing IP prefixes in the Maxmind database. In the remaining
cases the ASes, although being geolocated, do not appear in any regional
topology because they do not share any region with the neighboring
ASes in any AS path in which they appear. This may be due to the use of
BGP multi-hop sessions – where the ASes are actually located in differ-
ent regions – or due to the mistaken/partial geolocation of prefix(es) by
the Maxmind database. In both cases the geographic tagging algorithm
is not able to infer where the connection is geolocated. For the same rea-
son, the geographic tagging algorithm is not able to assign a region to
7,447 connections out of 209,456. The first important result is that the
continental topologies extracted overlap only slightly, as highlighted by
the Jaccard similarity indices7 computed between pairs of continents for
nodes (Jnodes) and connections (Jedges) and reported in Table 8.
This poor overlap is confirmed by the fact that only about 4.51%
of ASes are located in more than one region and only about 1.02% in
more than two. This evidence show that the Internet consists of regional
ecosystems interconnected by just a very small number of inter-regional
ASes. These ASes guarantee full Internet reachability, since only one
AS owning an inter-regional IP network infrastructure can handle inter-
regional traffic. This poor overlap also means that the regional principle
has been applied by the algorithm has only on a small set of connections
and thus the largest part of connections is correctly geolocated.
Further evidence regarding the differences between regional topolo-
gies is provided by the graph properties summarized in Table 9 and by
7The Jaccard similarity index is a measure that allows to quantify the similarity between
pair of sets and is defined as J(A,B) = |A∩B|
|A∪B|
.
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the CCDFs of the normalized node degree k and the normalized aver-
age neighbor degree kNNmax (k) depicted in Figures 28a and 28b respectively.
The sizes of the topologies differ greatly in terms of nodes, reflecting the
different degrees of economical and technological development of the re-
gions. It is particularly interesting to compare North American and Eu-
ropean topologies, which have a quite similar number of nodes but differ
significantly in terms of edges. The CCDF of the node degree shows that
the European region is more densely connected than the North American
region where, on the other hand, there are ASes with a larger degree and
where the number of ASes with a small degree is higher. This suggests
quite a hierarchical structure in North America versus a flatter structure
in Europe. This is confirmed by the CCDF of the normalized Average
Neighbor Degree, which shows that in Europe, ASes tend to connect to
ASes with a similar degree, while in North America they tend to connect
to ASes with a very large degree. The differences between these ecosys-
tems reflect the Internet’s historical evolution in the respective regions.
In North America, especially in the U.S., a small set of large ISPs (e.g.
AT&T, Centurylink and Verizon Communications) provide connectivity
to all the states. In Europe on the other hand, each country is typically
characterized by the presence of a national telco (e.g. Deutsche Telekom
and Telecom Italia) which usually own a large part of the national Inter-
net infrastructure, and by the presence of at least one Internet eXchange
Point (IXP) that encouraged the establishment of settlement-free peer-
ing connections among local ISPs. More details on the role of IXPs in
the development of the Internet can be found in [GILO10, AKW09b] and
[XDZC04].
Africa
Asia
Pacific
Europe
Latin
America
North
America
Africa -,- 0.009,0.012 0.006,0.004 0.011,0.008 0.011,0.008
Asia Pacific 0.009,0.012 -,- 0.020,0.029 0.011,0.016 0.031,0.073
Europe 0.006,0.004 0.020,0.029 -,- 0.007,0.006 0.030,0.085
Latin America 0.011,0.008 0.011,0.016 0.007,0.006 -,- 0.017,0.019
North America 0.006,0.007 0.031,0.073 0.030,0.085 0.017,0.019 -,-
Table 8: Jaccard similarities indices J = (Jnodes, Jedges)
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Figure 28: CCDF of the Normalized Degree and Normalized Average
Neighbor Degree per continent
Africa
Asia
Pacific
Europe
Latin
America
North
America
Nodes 886 7607 19,981 3472 17,449
Edges 2222 23,359 121,175 18,834 59,303
〈k〉 5.02 6.14 12.13 10.85 6.80
max k 103 606 2715 675 3115
〈.〉 = average, k = degree
Table 9: Regional topology statistics
5.5 Geography and inter-AS business relation-
ships
The analysis of the undirected graph of the Internet highlighted just part
of the extreme complexity of the Internet ecosystem, since it completely
lacks the real business model of each element. As discussed in Chapter 4,
the Internet consists of a network managed by thousand of different or-
ganizations. Some of these organizations, e.g. small or large ISPs, live on
the sale of Internet transit to other organizations, others, such as CDNs
and search engines, just aim to offer content to end users. Most organiza-
tions, though, just care about Internet connectivity. In order to highlight
that heterogeneity and to get a better insight into the Internet, in the fol-
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lowing it is adapted the economic tagging algorithm shown in Chapter 4
to deal with Geographic AS paths, in order to obtain economic tagged
regional AS-level topologies.
The original algorithm operates in twomain parts: i) Removal of spu-
rious routes and ii) computation of economic tags on the set of AS paths
belonging to the cleaned routes. In this case, the first part is adapted to
produce cleaned enhanced routes. This can be done since a route can be
mapped to one or more enhanced routes (cfr. Section 5.3). Thus,given
the set of spurious routes, it can be converted to the set of spurious en-
hanced routes, which can be removed from the whole set of enhanced
routes, leading to the set of cleaned enhanced routes. Then, the set of
cleaned enhanced routes is transformed in cleaned geographic AS paths
according to the the methodology shown in Fig. 27. Finally, the second
part of the original algorithm – i.e. the computation of economic tags
– is adapted to deal with those cleaned Geographic AS paths instead of
plain AS paths. To achieve this behavior, the step a) of the economic tag-
ging algorithm (see Fig. 21) must record also the region in which each tag
is found and, then, during step b) and c) (see Figures 22 and 24) differ-
ent economic tags related to the same connection might affect each other
only if they belong to the same region.
5.6 Economic analyses
The application of the enhanced economic tagging algorithm to the sets
of geographic AS paths allows deeper insights of each regional ecosys-
tem which reveal the real nature of the regional differences that were
only deduced from the undirected analysis of the Internet.
The most relevant characteristic highlighted by the economic analy-
Africa
Asia
Pacific
Europe
Latin
America
North
America
P2C 1605 17,068 47,643 7876 38,707
P2P 525 5576 68,173 9999 18,497
S2S 53 439 880 262 514
Table 10: Economic regional topologies
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sis is the large proliferation of potential p2p connections in the European
ecosystems (see Table 10). This is in contrast with the peering behaviors
of other regions, where the amount of p2c connections is larger (around
70% of the total) than the amount of p2p connections (with a slightly
exception for the Latin American ecosystem). Together with the conclu-
sions drawn in Section 5.4, this allows to understand the real nature of
the flat structure of the European Internet ecosystem. Indeed, this joint
analysis shows that Europe is rich in small/medium transit providers
that, in addition to offering transit to end-users and stub ASes, tend to
establish settlement-free p2p connections among them. The establish-
ment of these BGP connections allows the ISPs to minimize the amount
of traffic directed to their provider, thus reducing their transit costs. The
proliferation of these small/medium providers is also the reason for the
development in Europe of largely-populated IXPs (e.g. AMS-IX, LINX
and DE-CIX) which in turn facilitated the establishment of settlement-
free relationships among ASes, helping to create the large amount of p2p
connections just described.
Another regional feature is highlighted by tag changes. In Table 11
are summarized the most relevant tag changes from the worldwide to
the regional scenarios, i.e. peering (p2p) to transit (p2c, c2p, s2s) and
vice versa. Although the number of these connections may look not rele-
vant at a first glance (around 4-10% of the total in each region), it should
be considered that these tags are referred to AS connections that com-
pose the core of the region. This is highlighted by the large number
of tag changes that involve only non-stub ASes and that involve only
multi-regional ASes. Most of the changes consists in shifting from transit
to peering connections, showing that an AS may establish multiple eco-
nomic relationships with another AS, depending on the location of the
interconnection. This means that inter-regional providers may decide to
establish regional p2p connections – exchanging only routes of regional
customers – in those region where their pervasiveness is similar, while
they may decide to establish a p2c agreement elsewhere. The presence
of this regional type of relationship is confirmed by the existence of BGP
communities dedicated to regional peers in some of the largest ASes, but
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Africa
Asia
Pa-
cific
Europe
Latin
Amer-
ica
North
Amer-
ica
Tag changes 132 572 2065 148 1439
Peering to transit 21 78 335 38 216
Transit to peering 104 457 1,631 93 1160
Among multi-reg. ASes 114 261 554 83 1133
Among non-stub ASes 111 376 1559 133 1298
Table 11: Economic relationships changes from global to regional topologies
our methodology is still too coarse-grained to detect their presence and
to distinguish it from the general peering, where the ASes exchange the
routes of all the customers. Note that the total number of tag changes
(first row in table Table 11) it is not the sum of the classified tag changes
(rows from 2 to 5), since a change may belong to multiple classes. For
example a tag could change from peering to transit and could involve
multi-regional ASes.
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Chapter 6
Towards an ideal RC
infrastructure
In this chapter the MSC and MC problem described in Chapter 3 are ap-
plied on BGP data collected during Februay 2014. The computation of
the results exploits the economic tagging algorithm described in Chap-
ter 4 and the geographic tagging algorithm described in Chapter 5. In
detail, hereafter are shown the results obtained by solving the MSC and
MC problems on the global topology of the Internet, referred to asWorld
(W), and to five regional topologies: Africa (AF), Asia-Pacific (AP), Eu-
rope (EU), Latin America (LA), North America (NA). The global economic
topology is the one inferred in Chapter 4 (cf. Table 7, page 54). The
regional economic topologies are the ones inferred in Chapter 5 (cf. Ta-
ble 10, page 65). For the sake of readiness, the characteristics of these
economic topologies are summarized in Table 12. Afterward, it are anal-
ysed the candidate feeders selected and identified their peculiar charac-
teristics. Finally, the coverage of the current feeders is compared with
the ideal set from the results of the methodology, and it will be shown
how much the coverage of the RCs would improve if new feeders were
chosen wisely using the provided ranking list.
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Figure 29: CCDF of node properties of candidate feeders
6.1 Global vs regional analysis
Firstly, the p2c-distances for each of the available topologies are com-
puted, as required by the MSC procedure. Note that these values can
also be used to highlight which zones of the Internet are poorly cap-
tured by the RCs, thus providing further proof of the incompleteness
of the current collected topologies. To prove this, it has been analysed
the p2c-distances of each non-stub AS from the current set of full feed-
ers (see Table 13). Note that the p2c-distance of ASes that cannot reach
AS-level topology
AF AP EU LA NA W
ASes 886 7607 19,981 7876 17,449 47,246
Non-stub ASes 288 1662 3921 861 2820 8426
p2c 1605 17,068 47,643 7876 38,707 107,563
p2p 525 5576 68,173 9999 18,497 93,508
s2s 53 439 880 262 514 1925
Table 12: Economic AS-level topology summary
p2c-distance
# non-stub ASes
AF AP EU LA NA W
0 2 24 108 21 53 168
1 23 178 512 140 297 1004
2 43 373 934 244 542 1902
3 49 496 1169 239 657 2472
> 3 171 591 1198 217 1271 2880
Table 13: Regional distribution of p2c-distances of non-stub ASes from cur-
rent full feeders
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Table 14: MSC procedure results
Region
|P| (|I|)
d = 1 d = 2 d = 3
AF 161 (308) 139 (263) 134 (250)
AP 843 (1684) 711 (1468) 677 (1352)
EU 2143 (4454) 1865 (4121) 1801 (3869)
LA 427 (811) 352 (702) 337 (648)
NA 1595 (3229) 1424 (4351) 1389 (2818)
W 4344 (9211) 3674 (8415) 3529 (7897)
Table 15: Number of current feeders included in the set of elements candi-
dates to be part of at least one optimal solution
# of current feeders ∈ I (% out of the total feeder class)
AF AP EU LA NA W
Full 1 (50%) 13 (52%) 54 (49.09%) 15 (60%) 27 (50.00%) 86 (44.79%)
Partial 6 (75%) 26 (49.05%) 88 (30.87%) 10 (30.55%) 48 (44.44%) 139 (34.32%)
Minor 13 (44.82%) 36 (38.70%) 179 (29.68%) 4 (12.12%) 94 (34.94%) 290 (32.36%)
any full feeder using only p2c connections is considered to be ∞. For
d = 0 the number of non-stubs covered is equal to the number of full
feeders which are non-stub. Most ASes are currently either too far from
the set of full feeders or cannot be reached by any full feeders via c2p
connections alone, thus potentially representing hideouts for AS connec-
tivity which need further investigation. Now that the p2c-distances had
been calculated, it is possible to apply the methodology to each of the
economic topologies available. The results are summarized in Table 14,
which shows the cardinality of the solution set P and, in round brackets,
the cardinality of the set of ASes that can be part of a solution (I) for each
topology. In each geographical scenario, the number of feeders required
is significantly smaller than the number of non-stub ASes (cf. Tables 12
and 14). More importantly, the sum of feeders required by regional sce-
narios is greater than the number of those required by theWorld scenario.
This result was expected since the complete capture of the connectivity
of an AS with a large geographical range may entail deploying multiple
feeders around the world. Inter-regional ASes typically follow a regional
principle to route their traffic, in order to maximize their performance
and minimize latency ([GIL+11, Nor11]). To do this, they tend to sub-
divide their ASes into different routing areas by exploiting the features
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of Interior Gateway Protocols (IGPs) such as OSPF and IS-IS and set up
connections that can only be exploited in regional traffic routing. A total
of 1073 out of 8426 non-stub ASes are present in more than one single
regional topology and thus may fit this description.
6.2 Candidate feeder analysis
Hereafter will be outlined the characteristics of the candidate feeders
found by applying the methodology with d = 1, which represents the
best trade-off between AS-level connectivity discovery and the number
of BGP feeders required. With d = 1, the positioning algorithm finds the
set of feeders required to obtain BGP routing data filtered by at most two
BGP decision processes from each non-stub AS: the source AS and the
feeder itself. In this way, it can be exploited the multihomed nature of
several ASes to lower the cardinality of the final solution. The charac-
teristics of the feeders obtained by applying the methodology with other
values of d are available at [Iso].
Table 16 and Figure 29 show the most relevant characteristics of these
ASes. Figure 29 depicts a) the degree distribution, b) the average provider
degree (knp) distribution, where knp is computed for each AS as the aver-
age degree of its providers, and c) the number of providers per candidate
feeder. Note that the degree and the knp distribution have been normal-
ized with the maximum value of the node degree k found in the related
region to allow full-scope analysis and to trace the characteristics of a
typical candidate feeder. The most relevant classes of ASes found among
candidate feeders are: a) stub ASes (see Table 16), b) ASes that have set
Table 16: Characteristics of candidate feeders
Region
# of ASes ∈ I (% out of |I|)
On IXPs Stubs
AF 42 (13.63%) 138 (44.80%)
AP 484 (28.74%) 808 (47.98%)
EU 2379 (53.41%) 2241 (50.31%)
LA 327 (40.32%) 340 (41.92%)
NA 528 (16.35%) 1591 (49.27%)
W 3894 (42.47%) 4691 (50.92%)
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up a small number of BGP connections (see Fig. 29a), and c) ASes that
have chosen a rather small number (see Fig. 29c) of small-medium ISPs
(see low-medium values of the normalized knp in Fig. 29b) to be their
providers. Only a small percentage of these ASes are present on at least
one IXP (see Table 16), which implies that their typical interconnectivity
behavior is to not establish public peering with other ASes. Thus, it is
possible to conclude that the typical AS that should become a feeder of
the current RCs is a small multi-homed AS, which has set up multiple
connections with different regional providers to guarantee its route di-
versity and increase the reliability of its reachability. This is not surpris-
ing since these ASes are likely to be located at the bottom of the hierarchy
and, thanks to multi-homing, can cover several non-stub ASes at once.
6.3 Current status of the coverage of RCs
In the following it will be analysed how many of the current feeders are
present in the ideal set of candidates found by the methodology. Their
distribution for each region is shown in Table 15, as well as the percent-
age of the total number of feeders in the region that fall into this category.
The main result is that only a small percentage of the current full feeders
are part of an optimal solution in any of the topologies analysed. This is
a direct consequence of their position in the Internet hierarchy, as already
shown in Section 2.4. These ASes are not likely to have a large number
of providers, thus their contribution is limited. In terms of minor and
partial feeders, only a few can be found in the set of candidates, thus
highlighting that, in terms of p2c-distance, only a few of them are placed
in an optimal position and would be useful in a topological discovery
perspective even if their contribution was total. It is also interesting to
work out how many feeders would have to be added to the current RCs
in order to improve the quality of the data. To determine these values,
the methodology illustrated in Section 3.1.3 (page 24) have been slighthly
modified by considering the current set of full feedersF as part of the ini-
tial set of solution P , and considering the number of additional feeders
as n = |P| − |F|. The results for each geographical region are reported in
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Table 17: Additional (full) feeders required in each region
Region
n = |P| − |F|
d = 1 d = 2 d = 3
AF 160 139 134
AP 829 701 673
EU 2048 1829 1775
LA 412 341 328
NA 1568 1409 1376
W 4256 3626 3,500
Table 17. A comparison of the number of additional ASes required and
the number of non-stub ASes (see Table 12) reveals that the methodol-
ogy covers every non-stub AS with a number of new feeders which is
about 50-60% of the number of non-stub ASes in each region. Finally, if
new full feeders were chosen according to the ranking list obtained, it
would then be possible to capture a more complete AS-level view of the
Internet with a limited amount of new elements and, consequently, with
limited costs. This can be seen by analysing Fig. 30, which shows the
percentage of non-stub ASes covered in each region by introducing the
ASes selected by each step k of the greedy algorithm in the set of full
feeders. As can be seen from Table 18, this is also proved by the fact that,
just by doubling the number of full feeders in each region, it is also pos-
sible to double the coverage of the non-stub ASes. The detailed ranking
list of ASes per region can be found in [Iso]. Note that the methodol-
ogy extracts the optimal solution for the input data provided, thus, if a
new feeder is introduced, the solution may no longer be optimal. In any
case, it still represents an upper bound to the number of additional full
feeders needed. In fact, introducing new data may add previously hid-
den connections and may lead the tagging algorithm exploited to infer a
greater number of p2c connections. These new connections may change
the p2c-distance of several ASes that might be reached by exploiting a
lower number of feeders. However, it would still be possible to apply
the methodology once again to the new data to obtain a new optimal
value.
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Table 18: Coverage improvements by doubling the number of full feeders
(d = 1)
Region
Current number
of full feeders
# Not stub ASes covered (percentage)
Current status Doubling Full Feeders
AF 2 25 (8.68%) 43 (14.93%)
AP 25 188 (11.31%) 387 (23.29%)
EU 110 570 (14.54%) 1158 (29.53%)
LA 25 150 (17.42%) 292 (33.91%)
NA 54 321 (11.38%) 706 (25.03%)
W 192 1078 (12.79%) 2337 (27.74%)
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Figure 30: MC greedy algorithm results (d = 1)
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Chapter 7
Isolario
As a consequence of this view from the top of the hierarchy, a large
amount of connections established among ASes placed in the lower lev-
els of the Internet are missing, and cannot be revealed by current BGP
route collectors. The only opportunity to reveal these connections would
be to increase drastically the amount of ASes located in the Internet pe-
riphery that are feeding the route collecting infrastructure. However,
most of the administrators of these ASes are not interested in joining the
current route collector projects just to advertise their network reachabil-
ity or for mere altruism. Isolario is a route collector project based on the
do ut des principle, that aims at persuading the administrators of ASes
owned by small-medium organizations to share their full routing table
by offering useful services in return.
The goal of Isolario is to improve the knowledge about the AS-level
ecosystem of the Internet by increasing the amount of ASes from which
BGP data is collected, hereafter feeders. To stimulate AS administrators to
join the route collecting infrastructure, Isolario provides them real-time
monitoring and alerting services on the health status of their own BGP
routing system. With these services, a feeder administrator would be
able to detect, monitor and analyse pathological events affecting its BGP
routing system, like route flapping, prefix hijacking and loss of reacha-
bility, without increasing the computational load on the router or intro-
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Figure 31: Isolario infrastructure
ducing third-party software. In order to join the Isolario project, feeders
are required to establish (at least) one BGP session with one of Isolario
route collectors and to announce us their default-free full routing table.
The BGP data collected from feeders is used both to provide the real-time
services and to improve the quality and completeness of the Internet AS-
level ecosystem. Upon agreement with the feeder, BGP data will bemade
publicly available in MRT format (RFC 6396) to the research community,
similarly to what is done by existing route collecting projects. The Iso-
lario system (Fig. 31) is composed by a) a set of Route Collectors, which
establish BGP sessions with external feeders, b) a real-time server dedi-
cated to analyse in real-time BGP messages coming from each feeder, c)
an off-line server dedicated to periodically analyse collected BGP data,
d) a set of servers dedicated to store information and results of computa-
tions, and e) a web server to offer Isolario real-time services to the Isolario
users and the results of the analyses concerning the Internet AS-level
ecosystem to the public users (http://www.isolario.it).
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7.1 Real-time services
Isolario main feature is the provisioning of real-time services to the users
feeding the route collectors. The real-time feature is obtained in two
steps. First, each incoming BGP flow is directly parsed, filtered and redi-
rected towards dedicated modules which implement the services. Then,
the result is provided to Isolario users through an HTML5 website which
exploits the WebSocket protocol (RFC 6455) to update web pages only
when new data related to the client become available, without additional
polling traffic being generated. Hereafter there are introduced some of
the Isolario services that will be available to the Isolario users.
7.1.1 Routing table viewer
This service enables a network administrator to monitor in real-time the
routes that its AS is using to reach a set of Internet destinations. To do
that, a dedicated module feeded by the incoming BGP flow of the feeder
filters the messages on the basis of the portion of the Internet space un-
der analysis. The user is firstly required to select at least one subnet
to monitor. Then, the real-time evolution of routes towards the IP net-
works selected will appear on the user browser, as well as related real-
time statistics and logs concerning announcements, changes and with-
drawals. This information could be obtained also by exploiting the BGP
Monitoring Protocol, however this protocol is not supported by all BGP
routers and requires extra hardware functioning as a monitoring station.
Alternatively, an administrator could exploit the Command Line Inter-
face of its router through screen-scraping, but this approach is clearly
inefficient and does not guarantee that all route changes are captured.
7.1.2 Route flap detector
Route flapping is a rapid sequence of route state changes [RFCd] that
is computationally expensive for routers. Currently, network adminis-
trators use Route Flap Damping mechanism [RFCa] on their routers to
mitigate problems caused by this pathological behavior. However, this
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mechanism can significantly increase the convergence times of relatively
stable routes [MGVK02] and the selection of its operational parameters is
heavily under discussion [PMM+11]. This service detects route flapping
while it is occurring through real-time analysis of BGP flows provided
by feeders, by highlighting those feeder destinations affected by at least
N events in T seconds, where N and T are parameters customizable by
the user. This service allows a user to early detect the occurrence of such
events enabling her/him to take the opportune countermeasures.
7.1.3 My subnet reachability
This service enables users to check in real-time the routes that other feed-
ers use to reach her/his ownAS networks. This is extremely useful, since
no AS can obtain this information by itself. So far, an AS administrator
could develop something similar is to rely either on periodic analyses of
looking glass servers, or on the periodic dumps of BGP flows provided
by RouteViews and RIS. However, both approaches completely lose the
advantages of a real-time analysis. Another opportunity would be to ex-
ploit the real-time flow of BGP updates offered by BGPmon [OWS+13],
however the user is required to develop its own application. This ser-
vice shows also to the user information about reachability of her/his
own networks from an IP-level perspective, thanks to the collaboration
with Portolan [GLLV13, FGL+12]. Portolan is an active measurement in-
frastructure based on crowdsourcing and on mobile phones, which cur-
rently counts more than 200 probing smartphones capable to perform
traceroute and ping measurements. Isolario triggers traceroute and ping
measurements from Portolan probing-smartphones through the Google
Cloud Messaging service, and provides to the user IP-traces and latency
between his AS networks and the ASes hosting at least one Portolan
agent.
7.1.4 Alerting services
Alerting services will warn an user when something anomalous is hap-
pening on its inter-domain reachability. For example, they can advertise
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an user when a prefix hijack of its networks occurs, or when its infras-
tructure is not able to reach a particular destination (e.g. a specific web-
site, a subnet). The alerting system sends an email to the user when it
detects the anomalous event and, then, after a customizable amount of
time, it will compile and send a report to allow the user to inspect in deep
the routing events occurred near to the trigger event.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
Route collectors are extremely valuable for researchers, as they are the
most reliable source of information regarding the inter-AS infrastructure
of the Internet. However, they collect BGP data only from a small set of
ASes, thus limiting the quality of the inferences that can be drawn from
their analysis. In addition, the feeders that contribute with their full rout-
ing tables are typically large ASes such as provider-free and worldwide
ISPs. This means that the current vision of RCs cannot capture any of the
p2p connections established by small or medium-sized ASes (Chapter 2).
Studies on the structure of the Internet topology need to be fully aware
of the great extent of data incompleteness, since a topological analysis
of the Internet as viewed from these monitors is like analysing a road
map of a given country where the highways are known, but most of the
secondary roads are not shown! To quote Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, “It
is a capital mistake to theorize before you have all the evidence. It biases the
judgment". A solution to such incompleteness is to increase the number
of feeders. In this work has been proposed a systematic methodology
based on the p2c-distance metric in order to i) infer the minimum num-
ber of feeders to maximize the number of ASes belonging to the Internet
core whose AS-level connectivity can be revealed, and ii) retrieve a rank-
ing list of these candidate feeders, to understand the improvements – in
terms of coverage – that can be obtained with a limited amount of re-
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sources (Chapter 3. In order to solve these problems, they have been
also introduced an algorithm to infer economic tagging algorithm from
a spurious-free set of AS paths (Chapter 4) and a methodology to infer
geographical AS-level topologies (Chapter 5).
The result is that the number of feeders should be drastically increased
to decrease the incompleteness of the AS-level topology, However, it is
extremely hard to convince any of them to provide their routing informa-
tion and to participate in any RC. One of the main causes is that AS ad-
ministrators are not stimulated enough to join, since no direct service is
offered in exchange for their voluntary participation. Thus, it is not hard
to understand that RCs are currently used mostly by large ISPs, which
see in them a free opportunity to advertise their network reachability.
For this reason, the Isolario project (Chapter 7) could be valuable, since
it offers services based on the real-time analysis of inter-domain routing
from different points of view in return for full routing tables, following
the do ut des principle. Such services can be valuable for many ASes,
ranging from local ISPs to CDNs, and would encourage their participa-
tion. Another alternative to improve the amount of routing data avail-
able is to exploit tools based on active probes. Some of the traceroute-
based projects developed so far [CCP+09, Por, DIM, MMD+11] are able
to bypass the reluctance in disclosing the routing information of AS own-
ers by placing agents directly on user applications and, thus, obtaining
data that would not otherwise be collected [FGI+14].
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